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News Briefs from the Computer World
“News Briefs from the Computer World" is a regular feature which covers local
and overseas developments in the computer industry including new products,
interesting techniques, newsworthy projects and other topical events of interest.
NEW COLLECTOR SYSTEM ONE OF THE MOST
ADVANCED IN WORLD

110 CHARACTER PER SECOND LINE PRINTER
ANNOUNCED

A desktop line printer capable of printing 80 columns of
5x7 dot matrix characters at 110 characters per second or
70 lines per minute has just been introduced in Australia by
Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) Limited.

The Australian Mutual Provident Society’s new Collector
system is one of the most advanced premium receipting
systems in the world.
Alleanza one of Italy’s premier life insurance companies,
developed a form of computer-printed receipt, 10 to a page,
which permitted agents to issue a printed receipt for
collection of one, two or three months premiums.
Each agent clips out the receipt with a pair of scissors.
The Alleanza people had experimented with
self-adhesive material, but had discarded it because of
seemingly insurmountable difficulties in printing and in
removing individual receipts cleanly from the backing
paper.
No doubt given the support from self-adhesive label
manufacturers W.J. Cryer, they would have persevered with
the idea.
It was with the support and co-operation of this
company that AMP’s self-adhesive receipts were developed.
Similarity between the Alleanza and final AMP system is
evident in the illustrations.
Together, the AMP project team and specialists from
Cryer’s succeeded in producing workable stationery suitable
for computer printing.
Cryer’s also assisted in solving the remaining receipt
problem, that of manual receipts which Collector agents
must issue for payments such as first premiums on new
policies.
The material used in this case is also self-adhesive, but
the backing sheet provides a carbon copy of the receipt
issued. Thus the possibility of transcription errors is
eliminated.
According to Cryer’s, this is a first in the use of
computer-printed receipts of self-adhesive material.

The Model 110 printer was expressly designed by Lear
Siegler, Inc. for the simplicity, reliability and extremely low
cost required by current small-scale data handling systems
and terminals.
The lightweight printer compliments AWA’s complete
line of video terminal equipment.
Maximum reliability is provided by a mechanism which
contains no brakes, clutches, dampers or stepper motors.
All control electronics including a one-line buffer and
self-test circuitry are contained on a single 5” x 15” printed
circuit card.
NEW MICROCOMPUTER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Process Computer Systems, Inc., (PCS) has introduced a
new microcomputer development system called MicroPac
80/A.
Designed to simplify operator use, the 80/A features a
basic operating system (BOS 80/A) residing in pROM so

The illustration shows two premium receipt slips. The top one
featuring self adhesive receipts which can be peeled off. The second
one is the Alleanza system, which was used as a basis from which to
design the system. The Italian agents cut off their receipts with
scissors.
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AVERY
is'stuck-on'solving
data transfer problems
__________________________________________________________________________
Why? . . . Because sticking-on is our business. So we’ve devised
a stick-on system to beat the trickiest of data transfer problems.
It works like this . . . Avery self-adhesive Tabulabels, in continuous form
(single or multi-width), are imprinted at high speed from either tape or
punched cards and then applied by the Avery Tabomatic labelling machine.
Whatever your problem, there’s a Tabulabel to solve it. Tabulabels come in all
shapes, sizes and colours, blank or printed, on paper, fabric, foil or metal.
Computer owners, right now, enjoy the ease at which the Avery system
handles procedures such as payroll records, ledgers,
mailing pieces, documents and inventory cards.
The Avery system. The low cost, efficient answer for your data transfer problem.
Call Avery today and we’ll get ‘stuck-onto’ your problem.

LABEL SYSTEMS W. J. CRYER S. CO. LIMITED
AVERY

75 Union Street, Dulwich Hill, N.S.W. 2203. . . 560-7177%
7/96 Camberwell Rd., Hawthorn E., Vic. 3123 . 82-8027
207 Logan Road, Burantia, Qld. 4102..............91-6158
16-20 Paget Street, Ridleyton, S.A. 5008........ 46-5959
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that it never has to be re-entered into the computer. The
BOS 80/A contains built-in power fail restart linkages.
Other software features include a stand alone macro
assembler.
The hexadecimal-based system includes 8K bytes of
RAM and 2K bytes of pROM (containing the BOX 80/A).
The customer may order as much as 64K bytes of RAM,
pROM or any combination of both, directly addressable by
the CPU.
The standard 80/A also includes a terminal interface and
a control panel with start, stop, load, register, alter, display
and 16 data switches. It is available with a low-cost pROM
programming sytem which is also compatible with the PCS
MicroPac 80 development system.
The system is compatible with a broad line of
peripherals, including the Texas Instrument 733 cassette
terminal, the iCOM floppy disk and a high speed photo
reader. Also available with the system is a complete set of
process input/output interface and communication
modules. '
,
For further information contact Jacoby Mitchell, North
Rocks, N.S.W.
ALUMINIUM PRODUCER
Alcan Aluminium Limited, an Australian subsidiary of
Alcan Aluminium of Canada and manufacturers of rolled
and extruded aluminium, ordered a Sperry Univac 90/30
system.

The computer will be installed at the company’s
Granville, New South Wales, facilities later this year. In
addition to production scheduling and inventory control,
the 90/30 system will give Alcan’s management an online
enquiry capability to obtain immediate information on
operations. A LOW-COST BASIC GRAPHIC COMPUTING
SYSTEM ANNOUNCED
Tektronix has combined its unique graphics capability
with the computing power of BASIC language to produce
the new 4051 Graphic System.

The 4051 will use BASIC in an enhanced version that is
both simpler and more powerful for the customer to use.
The 4051 is a compact desk-top system that weights
only 65 pounds.-It is lower-cost and smaller than any ready
made mini-based sYstem of equal ability.
Terminal customers who need local intelligence will find
the 4051 especially designed for their use. These will
include scientific customers, including those in R/D, who
heavily use statistics and desire graphics; business and
commercial customers who are involved in planning and
forecasting; and,, data acquisition and automated
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

measurement customers who need statistical data reduction
and analysis.
The 4051 has an easily-viewable 11 inch direct view
storage CRT, with upper and lower case alphanumerics that
provide 72 characters per line and 35 lines per page for a
total of 2520 characters. The CRT screen has 1024 x780
addressable points and no core is needed for display
up-keep onthe flicker-free screen.
Standard features of the 4051 will include a firmware
implementation of BASIC with 8K bytes of workspace. The
4051 has a built-in 3M tape drive capable of up to 300K
bytes of storage. The options include 8K, 16K and 24K
add-on memory.
The 4051 has ten user definable keys with shifted
capability allowing twenty programmable functions.
NEW ANALYSIS CARD
Contax Pty Ltd have added a new Analysis Card to their
‘Callmaster’ Sales Control System which makes it easy for
Marketing Managers to compare their Representatives’
performance in relation to each other.

Because of the way it is designed it establishes not only
what is happening in the field but also why it is happening.
The card is compact and shows monthly, quarterly,
half-yearly and yearly results at a glance.
Roy Lyndon, Sales Director of Contax Pty Ltd says that
the response from clients has been enthusiastic. “We’ve had
Callmaster on the market for 7 years but just couldn’t find
a really simple way to analyse performance. Now we have
and it’s a real beauty.”
The Callmaster System is an all-Australian idea and not a
copy of sales control methods used overseas.
Free samples are available for Marketing Managers from
Contax Pty Ltd, Box 1162, G.P.O. Sydney N.S.W. 2001.
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Valuable data material, microfilm, videotapes, films just don’t mix with fire
and moisture. Keep them safe in a Data Cabinet from John Tann. Built to
keep the internal temperatures below 65°C (150°F), Data Cabinets keep
sensitive processing materials safe where an ordinary fire-resisting cabinet
will not.
Keep fire and moisture away from your data. There's a John Tann Data
Cabinet waiting to do it for you. Now! Before it’s too late.

The bolt operating handle and the
dial of the combination lock
melted away. When it had cooled,
the Data Cabinet was opened.

These reels of recorded tape,
locked inside the John Tann
Data Cabinet, were roasted
in an 800°C oven for two hours.

The inside paintwork, the seal,
the plastic tape cases and the
tapes were not visibly
damaged. The tapes were then
tested, and the records found
to be perfect.

DATA CABINETS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
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the provision of a shared or exclusive telephone, for the
clients use as an alternate or normal business number,
Elevator Emergency Service which is a direct extension to
the elevator car for use in an emergency and Alarm
Monitoring covering the remote monitoring of essential
equipment in factories, shops, offices and stores.
In addition to the many ‘live’ answering systems, Austas
can offer a full range of machine systems.
The answer only machine will automatically answer each
telephone call and play a pre-recorded message to the caller.
The answer-record machine invites the caller to leave a
message and will then record any message given by the
caller. The more sophisticated equipment enables the
subscriber to phone in to his machine and have it play the
messages recorded.
PROTECTION WITH DATA CABINETS
Vital records can be ruined by fire in a matter of seconds
and a company put out of business without paper security
for data used in computer operations.

NEW COOLING PACKAGE FOR COMPUTER ROOMS
Less than one square metre of floor space is needed by
the new Carrier International Model 41 Series package air
conditioner. Designed for computer rooms and laboratories,
the Model 41 Series provides precise temperature and
humidity control despite its compact dimensions.

The answer is to store these important magnetic tapes,
disc packs and micro-films in the specially designed data
cabinets now available through John Tann (Australia) Pty
Ltd, a subsidiary of Wormald International Ltd.
Any temperature above 65° Celsius can damage
processing materials, but fire resisting data cabinets keep
the inside temperature below this danger level during a two
hour fire.
The cabinets have been tested in accordance with
requirements laid down by the Underwriters Laboratories,
U.S.
In one of these tests reels of recorded tape were placed
in a standard data cabinet which was locked, placed in an
oven which had been pre-heated to 800° Celsius and left
there for two hours.

It can be used for under-floor air distribution or
overhead duct distribution or controlled free blow of air.
Capacities range from 11,580 to 14,900 Kcal/hr (45,980 to
59,320 Btuh).
The Carrier Model 41 Series package chiller can be used
either as a primary environmental control system or as a
supplementary system that provides additional control
when the existing system needs more cooling capacity.
TELEPHONE ANSWERING SYSTEMS
Austas ‘Live’ telephone answering is a service provided
under
Australian
Telecommunications
Commission
authority for the convenience of telephone subscribers.

It enables a subscriber when absent from his premises, to
have inward telephone calls intercepted and attended by
trained personnel at the answering centre. It provides the
businessman with a trained telephonist to answer his
telephone at any time nominated, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, just as if she were in his office.
Specialised equipment enables an extension to be
established between your office telephone and an individual
position on an answering switchboard at the Austas
Answering Centre. Experienced telephone secretaries
answer pleasantly and efficiently, exactly as instructed.
Every caller is treated as an individual and the personal
touch is maintained. She will take orders, make and take
bookings, send servicemen, overcome emergencies.
Other services provided at the answering centre include
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975
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The two door data cabinet showing the storage capacity for tape
reels and discs.
v

Datotek Data and Voice
Security Systems
»•_ r-

DATOCODER off-line enciphering and deciphering system for 5
level Baudot format tape.

A range of compact systems for ensuring security of
data and voice communications, manufactured by
DATOTEK, INC., of Dallas, Texas, is obtainable through
Hawker Siddeley Electronics Limited. Brief details of
four models are given below.
The Datocoder Model DC-105 is used for enciphering
messages to be sent over existing 5-level teleprinter
circuits such as Telex and international message
circuits.
The DC-105 (illustrated above) operates in conjunction
with an auxiliary off-line teleprinter to read clear text
from punched tape and produces enciphered text on
punched tape. The enciphered tape is then trans
mitted as any normal tape, and decoded at the
receiving end. The encoding scheme is extremely
secure, offering over 32 000 000 000 000 user codes,
easily changed by rotary switches. The encoded out
put is fully compatible with existing message circuits.
The Datocoder Codel DC-108 is similar to the DC-105
but is designed for use on 8-level ASCII circuits, such
as TWX. The DC-108 operates in the off-line mode,
at rates from 110 to 9600 baud.
The Datocoder Model DC-118 is an on-line (in-circuit)
encryption device which provides the user with a high
degree of transmission security on 8-level ASCII
circuits. It allows secure communication in the con
versational, interactive mode between two terminals,
or can be used for point-to-point encryption of com
puter data.
The Model DV-505 Voice Security System is a
dynamically-changing 5-band voice scrambler which
provides a high level of voice privacy over telephone,
single sideband, or VHF/UHF radio circuits. The
DV-505 includes accurate digital timing circuitry to

Voice Security System (static version) tor remote control use.

Voice Security System (portable) for radio or telephone line use.
Can be used with any type of radio transmitter.

maintain synchronization over long-distance worldwide
circuits, where transmission times as well as signal
variations may be significant.
For minimum size and maximum reliability, both digital
and analog ICs are used extensively. The DV-505,
which employs the same key generator as used in
the DC-105, is housed in a portable metal carrying
case, and may be connected either directly to the
telephone and radio circuits, or through an acoustic
coupler.

Further information obtainable from:

Hawker Siddeley Electronics Limited
Systems Division,
752 Pittwater Road, Brookvale, NSW 2100 — Telephone 93 0221
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During this time the bolt operating handle and the dial
of the combination lock melted away.
After the cabinet had cooled and the inner door was
opened, the inside painted face of the cabinet and the seal
showed no sign of heat damage.
The John Tann data cabinet features a key lock and a
combination lock with one million changes.
There are two models, one with double doors and the
other with one door.
NEW TAPE PUNCH FOR FAN-FOLD TAPE
APPLICATIONS
EECO’s new paper tape punch model TPF9962 is
designed specially for fan-fold applications such as mini or
micro computer programming.

jfeaipgjii8g

TPF9962 punches at 60 cps, is DTL and TTL
compatible and can handle 5, 6, 7, 8-level paper, mylar,
al-mylar and paper-mylar tapes with thicknesses from .027”
to .005”. The fan fold bin has 200 feet tape capacity.
EECO TPF9962 is 19” wide, UFA” high and 1214” deep
and is distributed by Jacoby Mitchell, North Rocks, N.S.W.
INFOREX AND OPSCAN CONNECTED
A design innovation for computing equipment by
Australian Datronics Ltd has proved successful enough to
be put into production by a Japanese company.

Australian Datronics has designed and produced first
models of a hardware and software interface which can link
three OpScan document readers with an Inforex key-to-disk
entry system.
It will be manufactured for the Japanese and Australian
markets by C. Itoh Data Systems, of Tokyo.
The interface saves the previous need for both systems
to have their separate tape drives. Now both systems use
one tape device.
The interface enables data from documents being
scanned to be loaded on the Inforex disk as if an operator
had keyed in, the data. Thereafter the scanned data is
treated as any other batch.
Any rejected documents, which are collected from the
reject hopper after the scanning run, can be examined and
corrected simply by calling them up on the CRT screen of a
key entry station and correcting them on the screen by
keyboard entry.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

ON-LINE DATA SCRAMBLER
Now there’s a way to secure your sensitive transmissions
over all 5-level (Baudot) teleprinter message circuits against
wiretapping and other unauthorized monitoring.

On-Line Data’ Security System scrambles your
confidential messages to give you complete protection
either while transmitting on-line or during tape preparation
prior to transmitting.
Compatibility with your present equipment is assured
through three modes of operation: on-line asynchronous
(compatible with Telex and other switched common
carriers), on-line synchronous (compatible with RTTY
networks) and off-line (compatible with Datotek’s Model
DC-105). The DC-125 operates via wire lines, common
carrier telegraph .lines, microwave links, satellites, radio
links, (RTTY) or ARQ systems and interfaces with virtually
all teleprinters in common use.
The DC-125 offers the highest level of security that
industry can provide. It incorporates exclusive code
generator
offering
user
selection
of
up
to
32,000,000,000,000 codes.
Further information is available from Hawker Siddeley
Electronics Limited, Sydney.
NEW B 700 MODEL
Burroughs Limited is now marketing a significant new
addition to the very successful range of B700 small-scale
computer systems which increases the power and versatility
of that range.

The new model, the B721, is designed for
general-purpose data processing and while providing twice
the main memory of present B700 systems, also has
extensive data communications capabilities.
The B721’s data communications processor handles up
to four communications lines simultaneously and controls a
variety of Burroughs terminal systems.
The small-scale B700 was introduced in 1973 and the
B721 retains all the advanced features of this system which
brought larger-scale computer technology to an entry level
computer.
Such technology includes a System Control Program,
Dynamic
Interpreter
Configuration
and
an
Interrupt-and-Resume capability. One practical effect of
these features is to make the systems much easier to
operate since they provide a high degree of automatic
self-regulation.
OEM COMPUTERS ANNOUNCED
Data General Australia Pty Ltd has announced a new
line of economical, high-performance OEM minicomputers
configurable over a wide range of applications.

The Nova 3 family extends the company’s OEM product
line pricing well below its current Nova 2/4, and approaches
the performance of the Nova 830 for use in systems with
large-memory needs.
The Nova 3 computers are the first to offer Data
General-manufactured semiconductor memories.
The four-slot Nova 3/4 and 12-slot Nova 3/12 are
available with core memory in 8K and 16K-word
increments, or MOS semiconductor memory in 4K, 8K and
16K-word increments. They are compatible with Nova-line
software and Data General peripherals, and are supported
by Data General’s real-time operating system (RTOS) and
real-time disk-based operating system (RDOS), along with
Data General’s high-level programming languages.
vu

What do these computer communication
networks have in common?
lines by ATC.NZPO.OTC (A),OTC (NZ).
And computers by Digital.

banhccird

Treasury

Major Australian and New Zealand networks choose
Digital*s PDP-11. Not only for message-switching. For data
collection, concentration and stand-alone processing too.
For both scientific and commercial tasks. Interfaced to the user’s
choice of central processor.
DIGITAI* S depth of experience is available to you in all areas
that require on-line computer communications systems.

Digital Equipment Australia Pty ltd
Sydney
Melbourne
Perth
Brisbane
Adelaide
Canberra
New Zealand
via

123 Willoughby Rd Crows Nest NSW 2065
60 Park St South Melbourne Vic 3205
643 Murray St West Perth WA 6005
133 Leichhardt St Brisbane Qld 4000
6 Montrose Ave Norwood SA 5067
24KemblaStFyshwickACT2609
3 Wolfe St Auckland New Zealand

Tel 4392566
Tel 6992888
Tel214993
Tel 293088
Tel421339
Tel953588
Tel 75533
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COMPUTER PRINTER RIBBON RE-INKING
There has been a steady increase in the number of
computers installed throughout Australia in the past three
years. The boom in mini-computer sales combined with
expansion of large installations has resulted in a significant
increase in the demand for data processing ribbons.

Approximately 90% of all data processing ribbons
manufactured today use nylon as the base material.
Nylon is a synthetic material and does not absorb ink
into its fibres. The ink is actually held in suspension in the
weave of the material. The reason why nylon is such a
favoured material for printer ribbons is its resistance to
wear. In the majority of printer applications, the base
material does not wear out. The reason ribbons are removed
and thrown away is because the ink has been exhausted.
The fabric is still in good condition and capable of being
re-inked.
The natural tendency is for operators to use a ribbon
until the fabric has been hammered to a point where it is no
longer capable of being re-inked. As the print lightens, the
impact pressure is increased and this is repeated to the stage
where the fabric is worn out.
Ink is composed 90% of oil. When a ribbon is removed
from the printer at the time the print begins to lighten, the
fabric is usually undamaged. The oil left in the ribbon at
that stage lubricates the fabric and lessens the wear. This
basically is the principle of re-inking.

It is claimed in the United States that ribbons can be
re-inked up to 10 times if proper controls are instigated in
the computer room. Local experience to date has shown
that more than 5 re-inks are common and that the claimed
10 times may well be true.
Ribbon costs have been reduced by more than 50% and
obviously if the number of re-inks is increased, the savings
are more, even if it means removing the ribbon earlier than
would otherwise have been the case.
The Computer-Link model 400 Ribbon re-inker has
many advantages and also solves two of the other previous
limitations of re-inking machines. These are:—
1. Physically damaged or excessively worn ribbons that
cannot be reliably reused, and
2. Ribbons that have been excessively skewed on the
core causing uneven ribbon advance, smearing, and often
permanent damage to the ribbon.
The Computer-Link model 400 is equipped with a visual
inspection station prior to inking and a deskewing control
to eliminate bad ribbon winds while re-inking.
The Computer-Link Model 400 Re-inker is sold in
Australia by Magnetic Media Services of St. Peters, N.S.W.
who are the Australia Agents for Computer-Link
Corporation. Magnetic Media Services which also has
branches in Melbourne and Brisbane, operates a re-inking
service for users where volume is too small to justify a
machine of their own.
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MAGNETIC MEDIA SERVICES Pty. Ltd.
61 PRINCES HIGHWAY,

ST. PETERS, NSW 2044

PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT
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COMPUTER TAPE
DISC PACKS
DISC CARTRIDGES
DATA MODULES
CANNISTERS
SEALS
REELS
LATCH LEADERS
BOT AND EOT MARKERS
SELF-LOADING CARTRIDGES
DATA CASSETTES
DATA CARTRIDGES (%")
WORD PROCESSING CASSETTES
FLEXIBLE DISKS
MAGNETIC CARDS
WORD PROCESSING FLOPPY DISK
HIGH-DENSITY TAPE STORAGE UNITS
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RIBBON RE-INKERS
TAPE EVALUATORS
TAPE CLEANERS
DISC PACK INSPECTORS
CLEANING KITS (CRT AND DRIVE)
CASSETTE CLEANERS
VIDEO TAPE CLEANERS
CASSETTE TEST INSTRUMENTS
CASSETTE STORAGE RACKS
TAPE STORAGE SYSTEMS
SPLICING EQUIPMENT (LATCH LEADERS)
TAPE + CASSETTE BULK ERASERS
"BENDIX"® DATA GRID DIGITIZER
"BENDIX''® GRAPHSCAN DIGITIZER
"BENDIX"® INTERACTIVE DRAFTING
SYSTEM 100
• "BENDIX"® COMPUTERIZED DIGITIZER
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RIBBON RE-INKING
TAPE RECERTIFICATION
TAPE EVALUATION
TAPE CLEANING
LATCH LEADERING
MANUFACTURE OF ANY LENGTH TAPE
DOWN TO 50'
BOT AND EOT MARKER PLACEMENTS
LECTURING ON MANUFACTURING, TESTING
& HANDLING TECHNIQUES
CONSULTANTS - ON TAPE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
DISC PACK SERVICE
TAPE REWINDING/TENSIONING
TAPE STORAGE
HIRE OF EQUIPMENT
CASSETTE CLEANING

For sales, service and inspection of plant, contact:

SYDNEY
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BRISBANE

519 6850
519 4143

560 4269

21 6977

CANBERRA, ADELAIDE
PERTH, N.Z.
Reverse charges
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LOGICA ENTERS AUSTRALASIAN MARKET
Logica, one of the leading computer and management
science companies in Europe, has extended its activities to
Australasia. A new company, Logica Pty Limited, began
working there early in 1975 and is now in full operation
from offices in North Sydney.

Logica Pty Limited will provide clients in Australia and
New Zealand with the whole of Logica’s range of services.
Logica’s current work includes the important
AUSTDATA study, being carried out jointly with W.D.
Scott for the Australian Post Office, to assess future
long-term data communication needs in Australia. Logica
has also carried out studies on large DP systems for
Australian Government Departments.
PURE NEW SYSTEM FOR WOOL CORPORATION
One of the longest users of data preparation equipment
in Australia has installed a CMC 5 key-to-disk system from
AWA.

a holiday.
((-.... —

..........................................

Almost 30 years ago, the Australian Wool Corporation’s
original predecessor - the Wool Realisation Commission purchased hand card punches and hand verifiers at £34-10
and £36-10 respectively with a maintenance charge of 3/per month.
Mr Frank Broos, Southern Region Manager for AWA
Data Processing Systems Division, opened a new chapter of
the Corporation’s EDP history when he supervised
installation of the somewhat higher-priced but vastly more
efficient CMC 5 at the AWC’s Bourke Street, Melbourne
offices.
Current applications for this system include data
preparation of all wool sales activities within Australia at
auction. Also, details of all private wool sales agreements
between the Corporation and other organisations; details of
all purchases of wool by the Corporation under the Reserve
Price Scheme and its associated inventory control; and
preparation of a register of wool classers.
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VALUE

RACKED

HELP RUB OUT BLACKBOARDS
Caringbah Sheet Metals’ “white blackboards” fight
pollution in the computer environment.

This is the Qantastic Holidays’ symbol . . . your
assurance of a value packed, Qantas backed holiday.
It’s the symbol of true holiday value. In fact,
if you don’t see the symbol on the holiday you’re
about to buy, think twice about buying the holiday.
Because only Qantastic Holidays are backed
by Qantas. And you know you can trust
Qantas for more than just good value, uw

BOOH THROUGH
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COMPUTER SEARCH FOR LIFE IN SPACE
Monash University, Melbourne, is using a Varian
computer to assist in experiments that are looking for life
in space.

aanths
LB1.2368

X

There is no chalk dust to worry about and the bright
colours on the pearl ceramic background give a modern
appearance to the department, which, most of all, is
expected to be up to date.
A pleasant surprise is the ease of erasing on the new
boards. A dry tissue eraser is the normal thing in day to day
use, while a really dirty board sparkles again after a wipe
with a slightly damp cloth.
Because the whiteboard is metal-backed, notices and
symbols may be attached to the board with coloured
magnets. “Semi-permanent” markers are also available for
drawing up the board with lines or headings. Completely
framed in aluminium and ready for hanging, the boards are
available in sizes: 8’ x 4’, 6’ x 3’, 4’ x 3’, and 3’ x 2’.

The computer allows scientists to obtain microwave
absorption figures needed to present clear ‘signatures’ of
various organic compounds.
If such signatures can be discerned by a radio telescope
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

it means the compounds must exist in space.
The discoveries - and there are more and more of them
— enhance the possibility of extraterrestrial life.
Using the combined resources of the Monash microwave
spectroscopy group and the C.S.I.R.O. radio telescope at
Parkes, the Monash-C.S.I.R.O. team have discovered several
new interstellar molecules and numerous microwave
absorption and emission features or ‘lines’ indicating the
presence of new energy states of previously known
interstellar molecules.
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TURNKEY SERVICES MANAGER APPOINTED
Mr Alan Perman has been appointed to the
newly-created position of Manager, Turnkey Services, with
Datec Pty Ltd, Sydney-based management and computer
consultants.

Mr Perman, who has been a Project Manager with Datec
in Sydney for the past two years, has assumed
responsibility for the operations of the data entry and
computer processing divisions of the Company.
Datec provides turnkey services to several clients. This
involves acceptance of full responsibility for all the work
necessary to implement an EDP system from development
of the original idea through to the production and utilisation
of computer reports.
AIR-POWERED COMPUTER?
Not quite! But Atlas Copco Australia, suppliers of
compressed air equipment, will be computer-powered
following the installation recently of a Sperry Univac 90/30
computer system at the Company’s Australian headquarters
at Blacktown, N.S.W.

Smallest Size, Greatest Power
★ 12 line or 24 line display
★ Field Protection
★ Addressable Cursor

JMIVAC 90Z3Q

★ Selective Transmission
★ Display of Control Characters

XA 60

JUUuCbpcc]

★ Micro programmable
★ Printer interface with free format control
★ Multidrop and cluster controls
★ Polling
★ Full Edit Facilities

jgggilsgg;
The 90/30 central processor posed briefly for photos
beside an Atlas Copco XA Series air compressor before
joining the rest of the Sperry Univac configuration in the
modern building’s computer centre.

★ Prices — just compare

SERVICED THROUGHOUT AUSTRALIA AND
N.Z. BY AWA DATA SYSTEMS

%

&

WSTAS

Amalgamated Wireless Australasia Ltd.
Branches in all States.
Melbourne 2671299
Sydney 888 8111

TELEPHONE ANSWERING SYSTEMS — PHONE 26 6454 (Sydney)
OR RETURN REPLY PAID CARD INCLUDED IN THIS ISSUE
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By 5.00 p.m. today your
Electronic Data Processing
problems could be on the
way to being solved

The Datec organisation, established in 1966 is one
of Australia’s largest and oldest groups of
management and EDP consultants. We are
headquartered in Sydney, with branch staff in
Melbourne, Canberra, Brisbane, and Port Moresby.
We are wholly Australian-owned and operated, and
employ a staff of fully professional consultants,
project managers, project leaders, analysts and
programmers offering a wide variety of specialised
EDP skills. We are set up to provide any general
EDP service from consulting on problems and
requirements, feasibility studies, system
specifications, system development, turnkey
systems through to data preparation and
processing. If your need is specialised such as
cost reduction programmes, management
sciences, specialised support for small computer
systems, or in-house training of EDP personnel, we
can provide expertise and techniques which have
been designed specifically for the Australian EDP
industry. Every project, small or large is tackled
with the same professionalism.
Contact us now in Sydney 241-1601 or Melbourne 62-1184
for more information on how we can help you with your
particular requirements.

Datec

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANTS
TO THE EDP INDUSTRY.
DA10/203
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ON LINE FORM SEPARATION,
FOLDING AND ENVELOPE
INSERTION FROM CONTINUOUS
COMPUTER PRINTOUT

Bowe guillotines, bursters and
decollators, marketed by Spicers
Business Machines in Australia are of
international repute, but it is generally
not so well known that Bowe
manufacture Machine Arrangements
designed to handle the transition of
continuous computer print out to the
envelope postage stage as one
complete ‘on line’ operation.
Without such a Bowe complex this
transition involves the following
separate action sequences.
In brief computer print out has to
be decollated to remove interleaved
carbons,
sometimes
involving
subsequent recollation of the paper
webs; separated into form lengths;
folded and inserted into envelopes,
with or without enclosures, a frequent
problem here being follow on sheets
associated with the lead document;
possibly the inserted envelopes
separated
into
standard
and
overweight postage groups. Separate
mechanical aids are normally involved
in each of these procedures.
All these individual operations can
be replaced by, Bowe folding and
inserting equipment, and, in fact, the
whole gamut of requirements from
decollation to separation by weight of
inserted envelopes can be handled as
one complete ‘on line’ operation.
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From the President

Australian Computer Research Foundation
The Society is very concerned about the future impact
of computers on Australian society. The rapid proliferation
of computers and computer systems is having an
increasingly significant effect on individuals in their
day-to-day lives, and on the operations of industry and
government. In many respects these changes will alter the
very basis of society.
Current and future problems need to be identified and
action taken now to adequately cater for inevitable change.
There are many problems to be solved in relation to the
effect of computers and computer systems on society as a
whole, and on individual members of society. Many of
these problems, although having a very significant effect on
an industry basis, are not of direct impact upon single
organisations and businesses and hence will not be solved as
part of their normal development of computer systems.
Co-ordinated action on a much broader scale is necessary to
identify and resolve such problems. Some examples of the
issues which need research and investigation are —
(i) the protection of individual privacy,
(ii) productivity through computing,
(iii) the social impact of technological change,
(iv) social goals of computing -- health, welfare,
transport, education, environment, law enforcement,
leisure, employment,
(v) educational orientation to cope with computers in
the future,
(vi) the growth and impact of data communications,
(vii) the problems of a cashless and scriptless society,
(viii) legal aspects of computer evidence,
(ix) copyright and patentability of computer systems,
(x) planning for a future information oriented society.
No single computer user, be it government department
or private business, is going to concern itself with these
issues; but they cannot be ignored. They are real problems
and the effects of some are already being felt by society.
Many
committees
of
government,
employee
organisations, and professional societies, including the
Australian Computer Society, are addressing themselves to
a number of these problems. What are lacking and what are
necessary are factual and well based research studies. The
problems are new, and understandably there is little
empirical evidence currently existing of the social impact of
computing, which can guide policy decisions. Australia,
unfortunately, is sadly lagging in this respect in comparison

to many other nations.
There is a need, therefore, for a body to be set up to
identify appropriate problems, carry out necessary research
and investigation, and put forward recommendations and
suggestions to relevant bodies regarding appropriate action.
Such a body, the Australian Computer Research
Foundation, would be independent and controlled by a
council of appropriate people from a wide spectrum of
government, private industry, the professions, trade unions
and so on. The Australian Computer Society is merely
acting as a catalyst in its establishment.
It would be funded like other Foundations, by grants
from industry and government.
It would need a very small permanent directing staff, but
I see appropriately qualified persons being appointed on a
temporary basis to investigate specific problems. I would
see these people being released by their employers for the
duration of such a study.
The Foundation might also be responsible for making
research grants to individuals or bodies who were in a
position to undertake appropriate research projects.
The Foundation might also concern itself with awarding
a restricted number of Fellowships in areas with which it
was particularly concerned. Such Fellowships would give
individuals the means of pursuing their particular interest
and at the same time provide the Foundation with the
benefits of their work.
I feel sure that there will be a ready acceptance, by
industry particularly, of the need for such a body and I am
confident that it will draw their support.
The Society is aiming at an initial fund of $lm to
establish the Foundation. This would enable the permanent
directing staff to be appointed and would also enable the
first series of research studies to be funded.
The proposed Foundation provides, we believe, a needed
and timely activity in the national interest.
I would appreciate any comments or suggestions you
may have in relation to the proposed Foundation.
It cannot be launched without adequate funds. Your
contribution would help to ensure the viability of a project
which I believe is of tremendous importance to the future
of computing in this country. Cheques should be made
payable to “The Australian Computer Research
Foundation” and sent to your Branch or the National
Treasurer.
ASHLEY W. GOLDSWORTHY

President
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Computer-based Land Transfer
and Registration
By A. D. Payne
The present procedures of transfer of title to land are based on a system devised over 100 years ago.
This paper proposes an alternative computer-based scheme. The advantages of such a scheme are
described and an assessment is made of system requirements. Particular attention is given to the
organization of files on a land data base.

1.

INTRODUCTION
In Australia, approximately 95 per cent of all titles to
land are registered under the Torrens system. The essential
feature of this system is that the State authoritatively
establishes a register of title documents and further
guarante.es that the register is accurate. Each document in
the register specifies the current owner of a particular piece
of land. The major implication of the guarantee is that an
investigation into the history of a title is unnecessary to
ensure its validity. A piece of land may be subject to
encumbrances such as easements and to other interests such
as mortgages and details of these are endorsed on the title
document. Information regarding the location, size and
shape are also included to uniquely specify the land.
Transfer of title to land or conveyancing is effected,
under the Torrens System, by endorsing the title document
with the name of the new owner. Once registration of title
is completed, all earlier endorsements on the title relating
to ownership of land can be completely disregarded. These
simple characteristics of the Torrens system make it an
ided candidate for automation and it is the purpose of the
rest of this paper to describe in some detail the motivation
and requirements for state controlled computer-based
conveyancing.
2.

ARGUMENTS FOR COMPUTER-BASED
CONVEYANCING
According to Ruoff (1957), Torren’s original purpose
was to provide a system of registration “that would be
reliable, simple, cheap, speedy and suited to the social
needs of the community”. The earlier proponents of the
system also expected that its basic simplicity would allow
vendors and purchasers of land to arrange and register their
own documents without recourse to solicitors. Very few of
these goals have been attained. In New South Wales, for the
period 1973-1974, there were 214,696 conveyances at a
total of $5,195,603,000 (New South Wales Monthly
Summary of Business Statistics, 1974). This fixes the
average property value at about $24,000 and if we
conservatively set the charge per conveyance at $500 then
more than $100,000,000 was paid in solicitors fees in a
single year. This last figure represents an extraordinary
commitment of consumer funds to a system which can only
be regarded as outdated.
Title search and title registration are the two facets of
conveyancing. The first involves the extraction of parcel
information from a number of sources. Unfortunately, the*

totality of parcel information is not retained in a single
location but instead is distributed in many State and Local
Government departments. Despite the common interest in
their data, these departments act autonomously with
negligible intercommunication thus perpetuating a very
inefficient process. The whole process of title search is
rendered even more inefficient by the involvement of
solicitors who act as intermediaries between government
authorities and the vendor and purchaser. The solicitor
examines the titles office register to ensure that the vendor
has a good title. The purchaser’s solicitor also enters title
details on standard government forms which are then
forwarded to the appropriate authorities to obtain
information such as land tax and rating details. This whole
procedure is repeated by the mortgagee or his solicitor. The
solicitors also obtain the purchaser’s and vendor’s signatures
on standard government forms which are used to notify
various authorities of a change in ownership and this
constitutes the extent of a solicitor’s involvement in title
registration. The inquiry and information interchange
system provided by solicitors and public authorities
imposes a time scale of about three months on a
conveyance.
It should be emphasised that the information base,
the rules and major responsibilities for proper conveyancing
already reside with public institutions. Further,
conveyancing with the Torrens system is essentially a
simple exercise, in many ways analogous to the purchase
and registration of a motor vehicle. It is then a small but
appropriate step to a land transfer and registration system
which is wholly State controlled. A fee would be charged,
commensurate with the cost of the service provided, but
this would be small in comparison with solicitors fees. The
principle advantage to consumers of such a conveyancing
service would be low cost, but if the service is
computer-based then the advantages offered are extended
to simplicity, safety and speed.
A more rational and efficient approach is obviously to
merge the data contained in the files of the various relevant
departments and construct a single land data base. Files in
the data base could then be manipulated by an on-line
system offering real-time record response. A title search for
a particular parcel is then simply a matter of retrieval of
that parcel’s unit record with an on-line query. The
computing facility would allow access and, in some cases,
up-dating capabilities to a wide range of government
departments and to private individuals. The availability of a

* University of Queensland, Department of Computer Science, St Lucia, Brisbane. 4067. Manuscript received 10th March, 1974.
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land data base must be, of course, the basic requirement of
an automated conveyancing system but the comprehensive
nature of the data would also have numerous applications
for engineers, surveyors, town planners, and tax, rating and
health authorities. Such a data base could also provide the
raw data for statistical surveys and analyses in the very
important economic areas of land and housing policy.
The need for the establishment of land data banks has
been stressed by authors such as Barb (1974) and McCalden
(1974). They propose that each parcel should be uniquely
spatially identified and suggest several possible geocoding
systems for this purpose. McCalden suggests that one
alternative is to first establish an information system based
on a parcel identifier (usually a seven digit number called
the volume-folio number) and to later append geocode data
to the unit records. This approach is also taken here with an
additional proposal that the parcel identifier file be
profitably used in an automated conveyancing system.
Once the data base is enlarged to include geocode
information then the range of applications for the system
will be greatly enlarged. Some typical geocoding
applications mentioned by Barb are origin and destination
surveys for input to regional transportation models, and
location analysis for facilities such as hospitals, schools and
banks.
There are further subtle yet very important reasons for
computer-based conveyancing. In most titles offices there
are long delays between the lodgement of transfer
documents and the registration of the purchaser as the new
owner of the land. In these circumstances, other potential
purchasers can be unaware that a transfer has already been
effected and this is a situation which encourages fraudulent
activity in the sale of land. The problem does not arise with
a computer-based system where the delay between an
application for transfer and registration is eliminated. A
searcher of a title would always receive a complete
up-to-date title description.
A purchaser of land acquires an equitable interest in
the land when he pays a deposit to the vendor under the
terms of the contract of sale. At present equitable interests
in a piece of land are registered on the title by the caveat
system. It is in the purchasers interest to place a caveat on
the title to prevent the vendor dealing further with the
land. The process is cumbersome and in practice caveats are
very seldom used. However, placement of a caveat does
ensure a degree of protection to the purchaser while any
delay in registration of the caveat could have serious
repercussions for the purchaser. Notification of an
equitable interest can be immediate with an on-line system
with real-time response.
3.

THE ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURES
FOR AUTOMATED CONVEYANCING
The responsibility for the planning, installation and
maintenance of a computer-based conveyancing system
should reside with a single authority which we may
designate as the Land Data Office or LDO. Establishment
of this office would rely on the involvement of several
government authorities, and, in particular, the present titles
offices. Initially, the most important function of the LDO
will be to determine the required computing facilities. The
usual assessments of file sizes, transaction rates, number
and sizes of supervisory and applications programs, sizes of
various working and buffer areas, and the communications
network will all be necessary. Some of these system
wo
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DEPTS.
Figure 1. The organization for computer conveyancing. Title
searches and registration of interest and title are executed through
the Land Data Office (LDO) or a remote LDO.

characteristics will be referred to later. The second and
possibly more difficult task for the LDO will be the
construction of files on the data base. This would entail the
selection of data contributors and their coordination in the
provision of data in acceptable formats as well as
responsibility for editing, compression and accumulation of
data into unit records. The main files on the data base will
be a parcel descriptor file and a map-file. These will be
described in detail in a later section.
Any government department which generates file data
should have direct access to the data base. In this multi-user
system, record access privileges would be determined by the
LDO. Strict security controls will be needed on file update.
However, any user should be permitted access to any
record, although his mode of record retrieval may be
restricted for reasons of privacy. For example, it may be
considered unreasonable to allow anyone, apart from the
taxation department, to access all the records with a
particular name in the registered owner field, given only
that name. In this situation a street address might also be
required to specify a unique record. The parties involved
with a transfer of title, for reasons of security and
practicality, can only have access to the data base through
the LDO. An outline of the organizational structure of the
computer based conveyancing system is shown in Fig. 1.
Once the data base is established the main function of
the LDO will be the control of the conveyancing process.
For the purchaser, access to the data base would be
required at three stages: title search, registration of interest
and his registration as the new owner. The flowchart of Fig.
2. details and sequences the events in a conveyance with an
automated system.
The present laborious title search will be replaced by
an on-line terminal query either at the central LDO or at a
remote LDO branch. A positive parcel identification can
only be made by examination of both a surveyed plan of
the parcel and a map indicating its position relative to other
parcels. Assuming that all plans and maps are digitized and
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purchaser’s equitable interest can be registered by entering
the appropriate information through an LDO terminal.
Finally, after mortgages have been arranged, transfer of title
is concluded with on-line commands updating the relevant
information in the parcel record.

INITATE
TITLE SEARCH
AT LDO

4.
PROCEED
NO FURTHER

PAY DEPOSIT
AND
SIGN CONTRACT

REGISTER
INTEREST

/VENDOR
AGREEABLE

iXTENSION
REQUIRED

VENDOR AND
PURCHASER
SIGN
TRANSFER FORMS

RECOUP
DEPOSIT

PURCHASER
OR MORTGAGEE
REGISTERS
TITLE

Figure 2. A flowchart of the conveyancing procedure for the
purchaser. The title search is by on-line retrieval and the registration
of interest and title by real-time indate.

filed on the data base then their display will require
graphics terminals. Hardcopy equipment, connected to the
terminals, will be necessary for permanent recording of title
and parcel details. Map digitization is a slow process and
alternatively this could be delayed while the system
operates with each parcel record containing a reference
number to a primary map maintained for inspection
elsewhere.
If the parcel details obtained from the title search are
satisfactory, then, after the contract of sale is signed, the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975
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The need for immediate notification of equitable
interests or registration of a new owner demands that the
on-line system operate in real-time. Record update for these
two situations will be performed by using a unique parcel
identifier as the transaction key. The identifier at present is
either the real property description which is typically a long
sequence of alphanumerics or a seven digit quantity called
the volume-folio number. The latter would be the preferred
identifier for the automated system. The number of title
transfers in a single year is, on average, less than 10 per cent
of the total number of registered titles. In the case of New
South Wales, there are 2,000,000 parcels under Torrens
title and even if the data base contained this many parcel
records, the transaction rate for each of the two update
types will only be about 200 per hour.
The system must permit a title search to proceed from
a minimal amount of parcel information. For example, it
should be possible to retrieve full parcel details given the
street address of the parcel or a reference to a map of the
area in which it is located. Thus, the on-line system must
provide for record retrieval by secondary keys. The
contribution to the total transaction rate from title searches
is somewhat difficult to estimate but we could expect a
figure of double the rate for owner registration or 200 per
hour.
It has already been mentioned that maintenance of
each record field should be the responsibility of the
government department which generated the data in the
field. Most parcel attributes, for example rates, would
seldom require update but when it is required then a large
number of records will be involved. Depending on the
available hardware, on-line updating may not be feasible in
this situation, especially during periods of peak demand.
Similarly, report generation, for example rate notices, may
overload the system. These functions could be performed
off-line or on-line as background jobs of low priority.
Overall, neither the average total transaction rate or
peak traffic will be very high. The applications programs
should be small enough and executed sufficiently often to
be held permanently in core. The transaction rate will not
be
sufficient to support a large number of
communication-lines so that line control strategies will be
simple. Consequently, system timing cannot be critical and
the core requirement will also be small.
5.

DATA BASE ORGANIZATION

The automated conveyancing system will need two
main files on its data base. In one, each record will contain
data pertaining to a specific parcel. This file will be referred
to as the Parcel Descriptor File of PDF. Record fields in
PDF should be allocated for parcel identifier (volume and
folio numbers), real property description, current owner,
mortgages, owner address, encumbrances, parcel street
address, land tax, rates, valuation, caveats, price at last
transfer, flood levels, resumptions and definition of a plan
of the land. In the other file, each record will contain map
plot data specifying the relative spatial positions of parcels
in a particular geographical region. Effectively, each record
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in this file is the aggregation of plan data from a number of
records in the PDF and for purposes of parcel location
identification each PDF record must contain the address of
its corresponding record in the map file. On the other hand,
a map record should also contain the identifiers of the
parcels which point to it.
The records in both files will be variable lengths. It is
estimated that, with some data compression, records in the
PDF could be kept to less than 1000 characters. The record
fields in the PDF should be large enough to accommodate
most owner and mortgage details but not so large that the
file contains substantial unused space. A new owner will be
registered by an update of these fields and if an overflow
occurs then it will be necessary to relocate the field data in
an overflow area with a pointer to it from its old address. It
has already been indicated that the update transaction rate
will be low compared with the total number of records.
Also, activities such as land subdivision will produce some
record deletion and insertion but again only a relatively
small number of records will be involved. Consequently, the
files on the data base shoud have an almost static structure
and the overheads of garbage collection to return unused
space to a contiguous area will be negligible. In view of
these file characteristics and the basic on-line nature of the
system, the procedures for record retrieval should be
orientated towards' minimization of the expected search
time rather than efficient insertion and deletion.
Hash addressed random access and indexed sequential
file structures both provide low average times for record
retrieval while both have some difficulty in handling
variable length data records. However, in this application, a
hash addressing scheme should be preferred since it offers
the advantage for an on-line system of a lower minimum
access time while the facility of sequential processing
available with an indexed sequential organization should not
be required.
The problem of variable length records is eliminated
with the use of scatter table techniques as described in a
survey paper by Morris (1968). This storage scheme
requires extra space for the scatter table and an additional
penalty is incurred with the single extra access to the table
for every record access. On the other hand, the scheme can
permit a substantial reduction in the size of the data file.
In order to formulate some order of magnitude
calculations we can assume a PDF containing 2,000,000
records with average length of 900 characters. Without a
scatter table but using a uniform hashing function and
chained overflow, the total storage requirement at a loading
factor a=0.9 would then be 2xl09 characters. In this
situation, the expected number of accesses to retrieve a
record is l+a/2=1.45.
Alternatively, if PDF record locations are determined
with a scatter table then the PDF space requirement would
be reduced by 2x108 characters. Entries in the scatter table
need to be 3 characters (24 bits) in length to cover the
address space of the PDF. The load factor for the scatter
table may be as low as 0.5 say, since the penalty for an
inactive hash entry will be only 3 characters rather than
900. Consequently, the space requirement for the scatter
table will be 2,000,000 x 3/0.5 = 12,000,000 characters. A
table of this size cannot be maintained in main memory and
the increased storage economy will be offset by an increase
in the expected number of accesses to retrieve a record to
l+(l+a/2)=2.25. However, the expected record retrieval
rate for a PDF of this size was estimated earlier to be
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approximately 400 per hour so, providing the existence of
adequate hardware the number of accesses should not be a
critical design factor.
The necessity for record retrieval by secondary keys
such as registered owner and address has already been
mentioned. Statistical data is not available for a precise
estimate of the average number of parcels owned per
registered proprietor. However, a value of about 2 is
indicated by comparison of population with the number of
registered parcels. Therefore, the average inverted list for
the registered owner key will be very short. Provided the
data in the address field of a PDF record defines not only
the street address but also a suburb, town and region then
the average number of records in an inverted list for the
address key will be close to unity. These properties suggest
a multilist structure for record retrieval by secondary keys.
Inverted list lengths will be short even when synonyms are
included and a record conjunction will contain only two
keys. Hence, a multilist file organization will provide fast
response time as well as its characteristic advantage of
programming simplicity and update flexibility. If the
headers in the multilist structure are entries in a scatter
table with load factor a=0.5 and assuming an average of 2
records per list for the registered owner key then the
storage
requirement
for
the
table
will
be
3x2,000,000/(2x0.5) = 6,000,000 characters. The extra
storage for the link addresses in the data records will be
3x2,000,000=6,000,000 characters and the total storage for
multilist retrieval by the registered owner key will be
12,000,000 characters. Similarly, assuming one record per
list, 18,000,000 characters will be needed for multilist
retrieval by the parcel address key.
The alternative is an inverted list organization but in
this case little would be gained by its use. A typical
registered owner key should contain about 40 characters
implying a space requirement for the inverted index file of
(40+2x3)x2,000,000/2 = 46,000,000 characters which is
substantially greater than the space requirement of the
multilist organization. The short list lengths also ensure that
the response time with an inverted index system will not be
significantly better than with a multilist system.
Furthermore, considerable system overheads would be
involved in the maintenance in sequence of the variable
length records in the inverted lists. Consequently, a
multilist structure is preferred and an outline of the
complete file organization is shown in Fig.3.
A title search may sometimes be initiated from a
reference to a registered plan which will be defined by one
of the records in the map file. Again, a scatter table
technique could be used to retrieve the appropriate record.
Visual inspection of the hard copy of the map obtained will
provide the required PDF record identifier which can be
used to retrieve the parcel record.
With the file organization of Fig.3, registration of a
new owner will be effected by the following sequence of
operations.
1. Record retrieval by primary key (volume-folio
number).
2. Update of the record registered owner key and
mortgage field and relocation of the record if overflow
occurs.
3. Removal of the record from the list headed by the
entry in the owner scatter table obtained by hashing
the old owner key and resetting link addresses in the
list.
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4.

Insertion of the record in the list headed by the entry
in the owner table obtained by hashing the new owner
key and setting the link address field of the last record
in the list to the record address.
The file organization based on a multilist structure and
scatter tables would have the advantage of simplicity and
uniformity in programming. Also, the data records can be

keys

hash

FUNCTIONS

scatter

loaded before the scatter tables are constructed allowing
initially optimal location of the records on disk. For
example records in the same owner list could be allocated
to the same cylinder. Record update would eventually lead
to some degradation of the file structure but as the earlier
calculations show, the response time should remain
acceptable even for random placement of the records. If

data files

TABLES

Volume
FOLIO
NUMBER

PARCEL
OWNER

DESCRIPTOR

PARCEL^
ADDRESS

MAP >
EFERENCE

VOLUME
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NUMBER

Figure 3. A file organization for the on-line retrieval of records in the land data base.
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minimum response time is to be maintained then the files
could be periodically reloaded.

system described in this paper may be a lack of
administrative initiative to change the status quo.

6.
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Book Review
Stephen M. Pizer (S.R.A.) Numerical Computing and Mathematical
Analysis, $12.75
Numerical Computing and Mathematical Analysis is not, of
course, a book on both numerical methods and calculus. It presents
numerical methods together with the supporting analysis and
algebra. The chapters are, predictably,:- Chapter 1 “Numerical
Computing - Accuracy and Efficiency” including generation and
propagation of errors and the probabilistic analysis of error. Chapter
2 “Systems of Linear Equations” contains, as well as the “usual”, a
thorough treatment of conditioning and the calculation of
eigenvectors. Chapter 3 “Nonlinear Equations”. Chapter 4
“Approximation” that is (exact) interpolation including quadrature,
and least squares approximation including Fourier approximation.
Chapter 5 “Numerical Solution of Ordinary Differential Equations”.
The material is presented clearly and is well supported
mathematically. For example there are a significant number of
theorems in linear algebra (over an arbitrary field) most of which are
proved in full (although the principle properties of determinants are
just stated). This helps to make the book more self contained
mathematically than most texts in this area. The only regret I had
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concerning content was that Tchebycheff approximations were not
developed further. There are plenty of problems, and each chapter is
well referenced.
In this book Professor Pizer presents Numerical Methods as a
mathematical science. To quote the third sentence from his Preface
“It is therefore necessary for the computer scientist, as well as for
all scientists doing numerical computing above the “cookbook”
level, to know the basic concepts supporting the numerical use of
computers.”. To derive full benefit from this presentation the reader
should have reached the stage where he feels it necessary to tidy up
the mathematics on which he has begun to rely. In other words, he
should be experienced with “cookbook” level numerical methods,
and should preferably be acquainted with the art of numerical
methods, see, for example, “Numerical Methods That Work” by
Forman ACTON.
To conclude, this is a good solid book on numerical methods
for the mathematically minded and for those who like to see the
methods and truncation errors actually derived. It is not for the
beginner or for the person only interested in solving numerical
problems as quickly and easily as possible.
J.K. Debenham
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Learning to Live Together
By Robert S. Wasley*

An economic and informative data processing system in business as well as government.today is
basic to the operation of most organizational units.
There are three groups of people who, by the nature of their responsibilities, are intimately
involved in this. They are: (1) data processing personnel; (2) top management personnel; and (3)
accounting personnel.
To achieve the desired results, however, there must be the capacity within these three groups to
attempt to understand the role which each of these functional areas has in the assembly and analysis
of operating data.
To date, there are many apparent examples where this is not the case.

“A formal education in computer science is not an
adequate - not even an appropriate — background for
those who must design and install large-scale computer
systems in business environments.” (Education — 1974)
This statement was made by Mr George Glaser, president of
the American Federation of Information Processing
Societies, Inc., which is a federation of most of the
professional societies in the U.S. which have an interest and
concern in some way with computers and data processing.
To enable one to understand a statement like this,
made by a man who is in a position to know, one needs to
consider the historical perspective of the statement.
World War II and the years immediately following
spawned a number of disciplines or fields of study which
were to have a profound effect upon the teaching and
practice of business as \yell as accounting. The disciplines
are (1) computer science and the development of digital
computers, and (2) quantitative decision theory of which
Operations Research techniques constitute a large part.
COLLEGIATE EDUCATION FOR COMPUTER
USAGE, 1954-1974
Scientists and the scientific community recognized the
potential of computers in their work much sooner than did
accountants and the business community. As a result of this
one can observe that the usage of the computer from an
educational point of view occurred earliest in the
mathematical and scientific areas. When universities first
acquired computers, the engineering, hard sciences and
mathematics departments were the primary users of the
equipment.
Even when Colleges of Business recognized the
potential of the computer in their operations, the industrial
as well as the public accountants were very slow to accept
the challenge of utilizing this new device and all the new
techniques which, of necessity, had to accompany it.
The mathematically trained minds of the scientists saw
the potential of the computer as a mathematical instrument
and they quickly became involved in developing languages
with which to communicate with it more effectively. In
many instances this meant that the first university courses
dealing with computers were computer science courses
dealing largely with programming and were given by the
engineering and/or mathematic departments.
When colleges and universities which taught business
and accounting started to think seriously about the

importance of how to acquaint their students with
computers, they found that the approach to teaching
computer usage was already established as being from the
point of view of mathematical problem solving and
programming.
In the years immediately following World War II when
industry and government were expanding so rapidly, and
the complexity of the problems confronting those
responsible for making decisions was increasing at an even
faster rate, the computer appeared to be the answer to a
long sought need. Here was an instrument capable of
performing the mathematics necessary to utilize many of
the mathematical decision theory techniques developed
during World War II. From the collegiate education for
business point of view, it then became a question of how
the study of mathematical decison theory techniques and
computer science might be incorporated into the
curriculum of a collegiate college of business. This has been
accomplished in a variety of ways. At the University of
Colorado College of Business and Administration it was
accomplished by establishing a division of Management
Science which is responsible for curriculum design at the
undergraduate level with no area of emphasis being offered.
Masters and DBA degrees are offered, however.
The point is this; The original impetus in the usage of
computers came from scientists and mathematicians. They
were the first groups to set up undergraduate and graduate
programs in these areas. Graduate programs produce college
teachers and college teachers produced by such programs,
or any other program for that matter, tend to perpetuate
what they have been taught in the courses which they in
turn ultimately teach. College teachers are often motivated
to write textbooks which, once again, tend to portray the
interests and the biases of the authors. In many instances,
the area of interest of computer textbook writers has been
narrowly focused on programming languages and on various
decision theory techniques dealing with how various types
of problems confronting management might be expressed
so as to be amenable to computer solution.
In earlier years (1954-1964) when business firms
decided to utilize computers, they had to do much of the
programming themselves because there were no other
means to have the computer provide the information in the
desired format. The “art” or “skill” of programming
efficiently was important to those people at that time.
Colleges of Business looked upon their management science
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or data processing course offerings in the same way. As a
result of this situation, the importance of teaching a usable
knowledge of programming was of paramount importance
to anyone who might be involved in the use of computers.
During this same period of time computer games for
various business courses were conceived and brought into
use so that an average student would have a brief
acquaintance with the computer and what it could do.
However, in the author’s observation, despite these games,
the primary emphasis of the teaching in this area has been
largely skill (programming) oriented. This has been
primarily due to the background and orientation of the
people teaching the course. Many of the teachers have little
interest or knowledge in showing students how to apply
their new-found programming skills in business type
situations.
Seldom, in the teaching of computer programming and
its usage in business, has the student been given any
opportunity to learn what a computer is; in what ways it
can contribute to the overall well-being of the company; its
general capacities, strengths and weaknesses. In short, how
to utilize the computer as a facilitating tool in the conduct
of a business rather than limiting what is taught about
computers primarily to the techniques of “how do you
make it work”.
This problem is accentuated in the area of accounting
because when the American Accounting Association and
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
recognized the importance of the computer to accounting
and began to talk and write about it (admittedly late in the
course of events), there was already a well organized,
cohesive group of people who looked upon the computer
and data processing as being in their “preserve”, and they
weren’t particularly cordial to outsiders coming in and
taking part in what was going on. In the academic world,
this group of people was often made up on computing
science and decision theory faculties. The educational
background of this group was largely mathematical in
nature, and they had little background or interest in
business problems per se. By the mid-1960s many young
people with this type of educational background were
members of the faculty of Colleges of Business, having been
hired to teach in the computing and decision theory areas.
Professor Daniel Cougar points out in the Computing
Newsletter that “In 1966 only 11 percent of AACSB
accredited schools required computer programming
proficiency of students at the undergraduate level. Today
the percentage is 72. The most significant gains were at the
Masters level. In 1970, barely 50 percent of the graduate
schools required a programming proficiency. Today the
percentage is 78.” (Cougar, 1974).
From these facts it isn’t difficult to see the impact of
this group of people on what is being taught. One cannot
help but wonder if there is any connection between the
facts just enumerated and the recent statement of Mr
George Glaser, whom I quoted at the beginning of this
paper, when he goes on to say that computer scientists
must work “to advance the science of computing so that
others can apply it. Professors in the field have an
obligation to tell the students graduating from their
programs as computer scientists — and their prospective
employers — that they are not being trained for work in
industry.” (Education, 1974.)
The continuing process of building larger and larger
computers with incredible operating speeds, almost limitless
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storage capacity and with the ability to access anything in
memory almost instantaneously, has caused many people,
both those who use and those who do not, to stop and
consider what they are creating. Such computers are useful
only to the largest users and perhaps others who would be
thinking of setting up a large time-sharing facility. The cost
of such equipment is great, but the problems of running
such a facility economically are even greater. Also,
significant problems of data security and control have not
as yet been satisfactorily solved.
On the other hand, the skill of the machine companies
in writing operating programs has increased to the point
where the necessity for computer users to have a staff of
programmers on the payroll to write the programs for a
particular company is becoming a thing of the past.
Packaged programs for almost any type of user are
becoming readily available, and with the improved
operating programs the tedious work of. programming is
largely being eliminated. Thus the need for great numbers
of programmers is being reduced.
The answer to the problem of operating large
centralized data processing facilities may be in utilizing
mini-computers in various locations. In many ways they are
a less complex machine than the large scale computer, and
they are much more amenable to being mass-produced, thus
making them much less costly to obtain and to use.
Mr Isaac Auerbach, publisher of Auerbach Computer
Technology Reports, and founder and first president of the
International Federation for Information Processing
predicated in his paper “The Information Revolution - Will
It Improve the Quality of Life,” given at the 6th Australian
Computer Conference in May 1974, in Sydney, Australia,
that the average business computing facility would be
carried on at key locations by mini-computers in which
programs were interchangeable by the insertion of a card.
The needs for programmers in many companies who were
not involved in sophisticated computer applications would
be vastly reduced if Mr Auerbach is right. A few highly
skilled operating systems programmers would be all that
was necessary.
To bear out Mr Auerbach’s prediction, IBM has very
recently announced their System/32, a new mini-computer
renting for less than $1,000 per month. It is described as
programless,
peripherals,
memoryless
and
maintenanceless. A comprehensive set of Industry
Application Programs permit a clerk to run the systems
with the IBM run procedure manual.
SITUATION EXISTING IN MANY
ORGANIZATIONS AND EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS TODAY
Many computer installations during the last twenty
years, whether in business organizations or governmental
instrumentalities, came into being because of an obvious,
pressing need on the part of that particular organization.
Either there was a bottle-neck in getting paperwork out on
time, there was a lack of information available for
management to do its job effectively, or it was apparent
that if management had more timely information they
could render better service to the customer. Whatever the
reasons, there were often no well thought out objectives set
out by management for the computer installation. In other
instances there often was no sustaining interest on the-part
of management to see that objectives were actually met. In
short, there was, and still is, a great lack on the part of many
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managements of an interest in, as well as an understanding
of, what they should expect from their computer
installation. The net result of this attitude had been to let
the computer scientists or data processing specialists take
over the supervision and control of the data processing
function in numerous organizations. Or, as Harry T. Larson
put it in his recent article in Infosystems, “Managements
are still being forestalled from really bearing down on this
situation by the self-proclaimed cloak of special
sophistication and mystique which falsely claims immunity
from normal management methods. They are still being
held at bay by the computer people’s major weapon, the
snow job.” (Larson, 1974.)
Today, the economic crunch is hitting many business
firms with computers. In order to combat this problem,
managements have got to become more knowledgeable in
the area.
Earlier in this paper the statement was made that
many accountants as well as the accounting profession itself
have been slow to recognize the impact and significance
which computers were to have on their work. This often
has meant that the data processing function was located
outside of the sphere of responsibility of the accountants
even though much of the available time on the computer
was consumed with performing tasks normally associated
with the accounting function.
What kind of a situation has this created in the world
of business data processing? There is now a triangle created
with management at one corner, computer scientists (data
processing personnel) at the second corner, and accountants
at the third corner. From an operating point of view each
group desperately needs to know what the other group is
thinking about, needing, and what the constraints may be
in getting information at a time and at a cost which is
economic for the business to afford so as to more
effectively cope with everyday problems.
When management doesn’t understand the strengths
and weaknesses of information provided by computers,
they don’t know what to ask for or what is reasonable to
expect from the data processing department. Such a
situation does not provide management with the ability to
utilize the computer to its fullest potential. More
importantly, management is not able to serve as a check
upon the reasonableness of the output of the computer,
and this is of the greatest importance from a control point
of view.
Looking at this same situation from the second corner
where the DP personnel are located, if they (the computer
scientists) are going to continue to be (1) preoccupied with
hardware, software and the burgeoning technology of their
profession, and (2) identified with the computer rather
than the management of the company, the situation which
has been described cannot readily improve. There has got to
be much more openness and understanding on both sides.
The accounting department personnel are located in
the third corner. In their case, the accounting system must
be intimately tied in with the needs of management, the
government and the public at large because it is through the
accounting or data processing system that the information
needed by these groups can be assembled and provided
when needed.
In short, accountants, managers and data processing
personnel have got to learn a lot more about each other’s
functions if the computer is going to justify itself
economically.
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In fairness to all parties concerned, these three groups
have gotten closer together in the last five years.
Future activities and plans of educational institutions
are inextricably tied up in this because much of the
understanding and confidence in computers comes through
the university education system. A survey conducted by
Professor Lanny Solomon points up what is. being
accomplished from the point of view of accounting
education. “Computer usage in accounting instruction has
grown considerably over the past two or three years and is
expected to increase in the future. Applications have been
numerous and imaginative. Some have been very successful
while others have proved to be frustrating to both students
and faculty. The development of various accounting
packages has helped spread usage, but in some cases, it has
led to the discontinuance of computers use.” (Solomon,
1974.)
RECOMMENDATIONS
Computer technology is here to stay insofar as its
applications to business are concerned. My students as well
as my associates have made me acutely aware what creatures
of habit most of us are when it comes to our methods and
style of teaching. Each of us are prone to look at the
subject which we teach as being the most important subject
our students will experience. We may give lip service to
computerized practice sets or computerized accounting,
but, understanding and thinking of computers in everyday
terms as a common business tool, such as English grammar,
is something which we do not do.
Much of the problem goes back to the reticence of
business departments, especially accounting, to become
involved. When the Gordon and Howell Report was
published in 1959 and later when Horizons for an
Accounting Profession by Roy and MacNeill was published
in 1966 by the AICPA, each was critical of the content of
business courses and how they were taught. Particularly
after the first report was published, there was a rush by
Colleges of Business to establish more quantitatively
oriented courses and data processing (programming) were
among the first new courses offered. This worked out this
way (1) because programming was considerably more
important in the field of data processing than it is today,
and (2) there were faculties available to teach these courses
because this had been their primary emphasis in their
graduate work. As a result of this, most early books in data
processing emphasized various programming languages and
little else.
The availability of a variety of data processing
textbooks has improved. In the January 1975 issue of the
Computing Newsletter the editor, Professor Dan Cougar,
points out that there are now books available written on
every conceivable aspect of computers and their use.
Hopefully, this proliferation of books is leading in the
direction recommended above, which is “that a computer
must be looked upon as a tool of management, and not as
an end in itself.” For this to come about, it is going to have
to take a lot more than these textbooks, however.
In the business arena top management, accountants
and computer scientists must work closely together. In this
case, “information” could well be the means for attaining
greater power. The author is aware of a sizeable bank
holding company where management has more or less
abdicated its role to manage, and has left the computer
scientists in complete charge of determining what data will
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be accumulated, as well as the ways and means whereby it
will be processed, completely overlooking the important
role which they should be playing in checking upon the
reasonableness of the data which the computer scientists
were producing. This is not an isolated instance. The
“self-proclaimed cloak of special sophistication and
mystique which falsely claims immunity from normal
management methods” certainly applies in this case.
In instances such as the one just mentioned, one
should raise the question: Was it top management which
abdicated its position to manage, or was top management
“snowed” by the computer scientists and the masses of
data which needed to be managed? Whatever the answer, it
does not make for a healthy situation.
The state of the art in computer science, data
processing, accounting and business management has
considerably changed during the past 20 years. Computer
science, in all likelihood, has advanced further than the
other three fields of endeavour. Each of these fields has an
important role to play in the total business picture, and a

FIRST SOUTH EAST ASIA
REGIONAL COMPUTER
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domain in which to operate. They must be taught and
practiced in accord with one another, and not in opposition
to one another. In short, people working in the areas must
have an understanding and balance of knowledge as well as
an appreciation of the role each group has to play. One
cannot dominate or “snow” the other.
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REMUL: A New Divisive Polythetic
Classificatory Program
By G.N. Lance*and W.T. Williams***

The need is established for a polythetic divisive classificatory program capable of handling a
mixture of attribute-types and making provision for missing values. A reallocation feature is included
and this is applied after each division, when individuals may move between the groups just formed,
and at the end after the required number of groups has been obtained, at which stage any migration is
allowed. Earlier programs of this type are reviewed, and it is submitted that even the most successful
of these are to some extent limited in their application. The requirements for a general-purpose
program are summarized. A new program, REMUL, is described which appears to meet these
requirements; it has already been used successfully on a wide variety of data.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The basic problem

Hierarchical

classificatory programs are either
beginning with the individuals and
progressively fusing these into the complete population, or
divisive, beginning with the complete population and
progressively dividing it (in practice always dichotomously)
until a desired degree of sub-division is attained. The
majority of existing mixed-data programs are agglomerative,
but all such programs suffer from three disadvantages. First,
the process begins at the inter-individual level, where
information is minimal and the possiblity of error is high;
and in a hierarchical program fusions once made are
irrevocable, no matter how unfortunate they may later
appear to be. As a result, such programs tend to produce a
certain amount of what is later seen to be
“misclassification” from a user’s point of view, and this
must be redressed intuitively by hand. Secondly, the
process begins with the calculation, if there are n
individuals, of all %n(n - 1) inter-individual measures: if as
is often the case, n is large the programs tend to be time
consuming and computationally expensive. Lastly, the
complete hierarchy, in most cases requiring (n — l)2
calculations, must be obtained, even though only the last
few inter-group fusions are all that is required; this also
makes for lengthy computation. However, programs are
also either polythetic, operating by reference to all
attributes simultaneously, or monothetic, operating by
reference to a single attribute of maximum information
content. All agglomerative programs are necessarily
polythetic; but until recently the only known divisive
algorithms were monothetic. Divisive monothetic programs
have proved effective for all-binary data in, e.g. ecological
survey; but although mixed-data analogues exist (Lance and
Williams 1968a, 1971) these have not proved satisfactory in
practice. POLYDIV (Williams and Lance 1975) is a
polythetic, divisive program but it can only handle numeric
data. The essential requirement has been for a polythetic
divisive program capable of handling mixed data.

agglomerative,

1.2 Existing programs

In recent years this requirement has been partly
fulfilled by special-purpose programs based on principal
component analysis; the Canberra program POLYDIV

accepts all-numeric data with missing values, the English
program AXOR (Lambert et al. 1973) accepts both binary
and numeric data, though we believe without missing
values. These left unfilled the requirement for a program
which would not only accept missing values, but would also
cater for a wide range of mixed attribute types.
The first successful program of this type was the
information-statistic program of Boulton and Wallace
(1970); this was non-hierarchical, but the same authors
later (Boulton and Wallace 1973) defined a hierarchical
version. Despite the undoubted excellence of this program,
we have on occasion encountered two difficulties in using
it. First, the division begins with a random split, which is
then improved by iterative reallocation of individuals across
the split. If the final optimum split is far removed from the
initial random split, convergence is apt to be slow,
particularly if the number of individuals is large, with a
consequent increase in computing time. Secondly, this is
perhaps the only known classificatory program with what is
in effect a rigorous significance test; the level of this cannot
be varied, and the algorithm is such that division cannot
proceed once this is passed. The resulting degree of
subdivision may then be too coarse to fulfill a user’s needs.
We submit that there is therefore room for a further
program which, though it might be mathematically less
elegant, would be computationally faster and more flexible
in its termination-rules.
1.3 The present project

We distinguish five requirements:
(i) The program must be able to handle the widest
possible variety of attributes with provision for
missing values. In fact, the types that the new
program, REMUL, can accept are binary, linked
binary (the so-called “non-exclusive multistates”),
numeric, nominal (“exclusive multistates”) and
ordinal (“ordered multistates”). It must be admitted
that no completely satisfactory method of handling
ordinals is known; they must either be regarded as
nominals, or the state-labels must be treated as
numerics, which assumes that the states are
equidistant. In REMUL they are treated as numerics
for the primary split, and nominals thereafter.
The only attribute-type not catered for is the “linked

* CSIRO, Divison of Computing Research, P.O. Box 1800, Canberra, A.C.T. 2601. ** CSIRO, Division of Tropical Agronomy, Davies
Laboratory, Townsville, Qld. 4810. Manuscript received 14th October, 1974.
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(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
110

numerical” type of Lance and Williams (1967); but
this is a special-purpose attribute for which existing
agglomerative algorithms appear adequate.
Division must begin with a split which is necessarily
somewhere near the optimum. We therefore begin
with the optimum mixed-date monothetic split, for
which adequate algorithms already exist. This
technique is used in the English program MONIT
(Lambert et al. 1973), intended for binary and
numeric data without missing values.
The reallocation algorithm must not be group-size
dependent. The earliest version of the program used an
information-statistic algorithm, based on a likelihood
function, but this proved unduly dependent on group
size. A difference in a single attribute from a large
group would override several such differences from a
small group, so that the groups on reallocation tended
to equalize in size to the detriment of their internal
structure. A metric algorithm was therefore indicated;
the Canberra metric was chosen since it is
self-standardizing. Any choice of metric carries with it
implications, in a spatial model, for the shape of the
contours of equal distances from the centre of a class;
and the implications of the Canberra metric, if only
because of its singularity at zero, are perhaps more
contentious than those of the normality assumption of
Boulton and Wallace. Fortunately, experience suggests
that the success of a classificatory algorithm is little
affected by such assumptions; and we have felt
justified in using the Canberra metric for its
computational simplicity.
There is provision for terminal overall reallocation
between all groups. This concept is relatively new, and
the
first
example
known to
us • is in
Dr. M.J. Austin’s program DIVINFRE. This begins
with a hierarchical monothetic divisive analysis of
binary data using the DIVINF algorithm of Lance and
Williams (1968b); when the desired number of final
groups has been obtained, an information-statistic
algorithm is used for reallocation of all individuals
between all groups. The implications of this procedure
may not be obvious. A reallocative strategy seeks, at
each division, to produce two sub-classes which are
consistent with the individual-class measure in use; i.e.,
such that each individual is nearer to its own
class-centre than it is to the other. Call these classes A
and B, and let B be divided again into B1 and B2. B1
and B2 are consistent with respect to each other, but
they are not necessarily still consistent with A; the
class-centres have moved, and it is possible for an
individual in, say, B1 to be now closer to the centre of
A than it is to the centre of Bl. In fact, Jardine and
Sibson (1971) have shown that the only
class-individual distance measure permitting a
hierarchic classification which is allocation-consistent
at all levels down to the individual is the single-link
“nearest-neighbour” strategy, which is unsuitable for
many applications. It follows that although terminal
reallocation will improve the internal homogeneity of
the terminal groups, it will destroy the hierarchical
structure of the generating dendrogram. Since in
certain circumstances the latter is the more important,
this facility must be optional, not mandatory.
The reallocation algorithm should be modifiable into a
system for allocating quite new individuals from

outside to the final groups already formed. This is
intended to cater for abnormally large data-sets, of
which a subset can be classified formally and the
remainder allocated (for an example of this approach,
see Burt et al. (1973) ). It follows that provision must
be made for starting a new group if an individual is
found which differs too strongly from all the subset
groups.
2. THE REMUL ALGORITHMS
2.1 Primary division
This is substantially the system used by the Canberra
program MULASS, based on the inter-attribute correlation
matrix; the means by which correlations are defined
between non-numeric attributes are set out in Lance and
Williams (1968a). Since complete optimization is
unnecessary, numeric attributes (if used for primary
division) are dichotomized at the mean.
2.2 Reallocation algorithms
(i) - after each division
After a division has been performed suppose the two
groups are A and B containing na and % members
respectively. For each group certain parameters (p) are
computed. The formula used in the case of multistate
attributes (binary attributes are treated as two state
multistates) is pa,j Jc = (na - % j;k)/(na + na^k)
where j refers to thejth multistate attribute
k is the state within that attribute, and
naj,k is the number of individuals of group A which
possess a one in the kth state of the jth attribute.
For the ith numerical attribute the parameter is
Pa,i= 2 x l, i/na
where x/j is the value of the ith attribute of the Zth
individual and the summation is performed over all
individuals in group A. Thus pa j is simply the mean value
of the it*1 attribute of all members in group A. (REMUL
copes with missing values but the description of the
algorithms assumes, for simplicity, that nothing is missing).
Each member of groups A and B is considered in turn,
the general one being individual /, and quantities da>/ and
dare computed for each group. These values are
obtained after first notionally removing the individual in
question from the group to which it belongs and adjusting
the paj5k or Pb,j,k values-accordingly. Having removed
individual / from its group, da,/ is computed by summing
over all multistate attributes the values of Paj,k f°r those
attribute states possessed by individual l. (In the case of
non-exclusive multistates the contribution of any particular
attribute is divided by the number of parameter values used
so the total contribution from the attributes is less than, or
equal to, one). For all numerical attributes the quantity
VI Hi - Pa,i I

is added to da / where x/j is the numerical value of the ith
numerical attribute of the individual /. As with multistate
variables the pa j’s and pb i’s are adjusted to notionally
remove the Ith individual before they are used. Finally, da /
and db / are compared and if da>/< db,/ individual l Is
“more like” group A than group B and a record to this
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975
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effect is made. / might well have been in A before the test
was carried out, in which case it is correctly located and
will not be moved. (If da>/ = db;/ the allocation can be made
arbitrarily to A or B).
After all individuals have been examined the new
groups are printed and compared with those obtained from
the division process itself. If no changes have occurred then
the next division can be performed, but if reallocations
have resulted then the procedure is repeated. This goes on
until convergence is obtained which usually happens after
very few iterations.
During the reallocation process the quantities
Da = (£da;/)/na and Db = (Sdb;/)/nb are formed;
where each individual contributes only to Da if it is to be
located in the new group A, or only to Db if it is to go in
the new group B and na and % are the number of
individuals in the new groups A and B respectively. At any
stage of the classification the max D is selected as the next
group to be divided. D is in fact a measure of homogeneity
and is zero if all members of the group are identical or if
only one individual remains in the group. The terms l/na
and 1/nb in Da and Db are included to avoid group size
effects. These terms can be omitted if it is desired to make
it more likely for large groups to be divided first.
During the reallocation process it is possible for
individuals to oscillate between groups and a test must be
made to see if this is happening. If it is, then the answer for
which Da + Db is a minimum is used and the division
process is allowed to continue.
The stopping rule used is usually to continue dividing
until a pre-determined number of groups has been obtained.
However, it would be possible to use the values of D and to
continue until Dmax < D’ where D’ is a pre-determined
value of homogeneity. This method is not recommended
because the D values depend on the nature of the data, i.e.
the number of attributes and the distributions of the
variables.
2.3 Reallocation algorithm
(ii) — after the required number of groups
has been obtained.

The reallocation described in section 2.2 allows
individuals which have anomalous values of the division
attribute to correct their position at an early stage.
However, it has been found, in the light of experience, that
it often happens that at the very end a further attempt at
reallocation will allow some further movement. The
hierarchical structure is destroyed by these reallocations;
nevertheless, the basic structure of the groups usually
remains clear.
The extension of the method described in section 2.2
to the final reallocation process is obvious. Parameter values
for all individuals are examined in turn — each individual
must appear in some group. Desired movements are
recorded and the changes are allowed after all individuals
have been checked. It is important to realize that it is
possible to move each individual (if required) immediately
after the need for the move has been determined. This
technique is not to be recommended because convergence is
slow, the result depends on the order in which individuals
are tested and oscillations seem to occur more frequently.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

3.

COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The computational time for divisive methods which do
not include reallocations is proportional to the number of
individuals and the square of the number of attributes.
Thus, such methods are desirable when the number of
attributes is small but there are many individuals
(POLYDIV mentioned in section 1.1 is a good example).
Unfortunately, the introduction of the concept of
reallocation means that the time for REMUL can be
proportional to the square of the number of both attributes
and individuals. The actual times depend on the data
because if few reallocations are needed before the situation
stabilizes then the extra time needed is small. The total
time can be reduced if a subset of individuals is classified
and used to define the number of groups required. The
classification of this subset is followed by a notional
allocation of all other individuals to these groups. The
success of this method obviously depends on the typicallity
of the defining sub-set.
The following procedure is fairly rigorous. During the
final reallocation process, for each group, where values daj
are computed and the max da / (relating to individual L,
say,) is recorded. This means that the individual L is the
furthest outlier of group a. Now each new individual to be
allocated is considered. The d^,/= min (da /) is found thus
determining the group (A, say) which l is most like.
However, if dA l > d^JL then l will become the outlier of
A and we prefer to use l to start a new group. If A is
already a “large” group, we arbitrarily define “large” to
mean more than 6 members, then it is merely noted that l
joins A and the next individual is considered, but if n^ < 6
then we allow l to enter group A and use its attribute values
to modify the parameters for group A.
In practice, we do not allow the number of new
groups to grow indefinitely, in fact, the original number
may double, but that is all. Clearly, using these techniques,
the result of allocations depends on the order in which new
individuals are considered but we have found this to be an
unimportant effect.
One further facility available in REMUL is to define
the group structure of a set of individuals and then to
notionally allocate further individuals to these groups. In
this way, we bypass the classification phase of the program.
This facility is useful when identification of individuals is
the objective.
4.

PRESENT EXPERIENCE WITH REMUL
REMUL has been tested on several sets of botanical
data which had previously been classified using
agglomerative programs and in all cases the users prefer the
REMUL results. In most cases, the movements determined
by the reallocation phases are not numerous but the final
reallocations have invariably allowed some.
The ability to allocate new individuals leads to the
idea of using REMUL for application to the problem of
medical diagnoses. One of us (G.N.L.) has studied data
relating to 50 patients with six forms of liver disease (nearly
330 attributes — symptoms — are involved). A classification
using REMUL did not produce the “known” results but
there were not many misclassifications after the final
reallocation.
Interestingly, the attributes used for the divisions were
not considered “significant” by the experts, i.e. they were
not the ones given high weightings by the diagnosticians.
An experiment was tried in which the “known” result
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was used and a final reallocation only was performed. Some
migration resulted and so the question arises as to how the
specialists really arrive at their diagnoses. Some weighting
of attributes must be involved because clearly 330
attributes cannot be assimilated in detail. A further
experiment was performed in which only 66 attributes were
used — these being selected by a competent general
practitioner as being directly relevant to liver disease. The
results were much worse than when all attributes were
considered.
In summary, REMUL is working well for botanical
and ecological data, and is preferred when the attribute set
is not too large.
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Book Reviews
Harold S. Stone (S.R.A.) Discrete Mathematical Structures and
Their Applications, $12.76
Chapter 1 contains a general introduction to the foundations
of modern algebra: - logic, functions, algebraic structures and so on.
Chapters 2 to 7 contain a thorough mathematical development of
the theory of groups, including Polya enumeration theory, and
semigroups together with some applications of these theories to
aspects of machine design and codes. In chapter 8 the richer
structures of rings and fields are developed up to elementary Galois
theory. In chapter 9 linear finite-state machines are discussed,
including the application of Polya theory to the enumeration of
equivalence classes of switching functions. Somewhat as an
afterthought, Chapter 10 discusses boolean algebra and switching
functions; wouldn’t this be more suitably positioned between
chapters 1 and 2? The book has a fair proportion of material in
common with Garrett Birkhoff and Thomas Bartee’s “Modern
Applied Algebra”. The material is well presented, and there are
plenty of exercises.
The Preface (to the Instructor) states that “This text is
intended for use in a first course in discrete mathematics for
computer-science and computer-engineering students. It is written
for undergraduates who have had some experience programming
computers, preferably both in high-level compiler languages and in
assembly language.” This is, perhaps, a little misleading. It is a book
for the mathematically mature. A student with no prior experience
of abstract algebra could find it very heavy going and fail to
appreciate the significance of the applications. In addition to general
mathematical maturity, abstract linear algebra, some informal
automata theory and some logic design would seem to be
prerequisits; as might be finite graphs and, perhaps, some
enumerative analysis.
In conclusion, this is a book on algebra with deep and
interesting applications to some aspects of coding and finite
automata. It needs plenty of supporting material if the results and
methods are to be seen in perspective.
J.K. Debenham
C. Boon editor Infotech State of the Art Report No. 17: Computer
Design, Infotech, $100
This is a comprehensive review of the present state of
computer architectural design with an eye on trends for the future
and is an excellent survey of the subject at the moment. The volume
is divided into two main parts according to Infotech’s usual method.
The first part is an analysis of the state of the present situation in
computer design followed by a set of presentation papers and
invited papers by well known members of the computing scene.
At the outset it is pointed out that advances in computer
design are characterised by certain overall architectural philosophies
in various directions such as follows: 1. Improvement of performance by exploitation of the concept
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of parallelism, including multiprocessors, array processor
systems, and those which achieve overlapping of operations by
pipelining data and instructions.
2. Use of microprogramming to provide processors withadaptability to system architecture components.
3. Use of instructions close to a high level language, making each
instruction as meaningful and useful as_possible.
4. Use of distributed processing such as remote processing, front
ending, communication systems and networking.
5. Use of extreme reliability as a primary consideration, by type
of technology or hardware redundancy.
Most of the up to the minute designs are discussed in the
context of these five points and combinations of approaches to
design are illustrated and special chapters of discussion directed to
the above aspects in the “analytical” part of the survey.
The main aims of the analytical chapter is to condense the
relevant information contained in the following presentation and
invited papers. This survey is one of the best and clear discussions of
the current state and trend in the design of large and small computer
systems and does not neglect the importance of good software to
accompany good hardware which react and effect each other and
effective throughput rates.
T. Pearcey
A.T. Bertjtiss Data Structures, Theory & Practice (Academic Press)
580p.p. $15.95
This book has been designed as a text for a wide variety of
computer science courses and discusses data structures in terms of
mathematical concepts.
The first section of the book is devoted to a revision of the
mathematics upon which the rest of the book is based. There are
chapters on set theory, functions and relations, graph theory and
algebras and strings.
The second section discusses applications of various data
structures including the use of trees, pushdown stacks, decision
tables, shortest path problems, automatic flowcharting and graphs.
Whilst the treatment of these topics is undertaken largely in
mathematical terms, similar to those of Knuth, the approach is
pragmatic and a variety of examples are given and explained.
The third section deals with computer representation of data
structures and covers arrays, list structures, tape and direct access
storage and sorting techniques. Examples of specific algorithms are
given in FORTRAN.
Throughout the book approximately 500 exercises are set for
the student and solutions are provided to a selection of these,
together with a comprehensive bibliography.
As a general reference on data structures and manipulation this
book could not be recommended to the average reader. However, as
the author states, the purpose of the book is to provide a
comprehensive text for computer science students and as such
would be a worthwhile acquisition.
P. Juliff
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On the Exit Criteria for the Romberg
Integration Scheme—A Pragmatic Approach
By Ian Robinson
An alternative termination scheme for the Romberg integration procedure is presented. Use of this
new scheme in place of the standard test on successive diagonal elements results in an overall
improvement in both the efficiency and reliability of Romberg’s method.
Keywords:
Romberg integration, automatic integration, termination criteria, SHNK, CADRE.
Association for Computing Machinery Computing Review Categories:
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1.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years the Romberg
approximating definite integrals of the form
I

= J b

scheme

for

f (x) dx

has been somewhat overshadowed as a general automatic
integration procedure by the more reliable adaptive
methods (see e.g. Kahaner, 1971a) and the fast
non-adaptive method of Patterson which is based on
Kronrod’s whole-interval formulae (Patterson, 1973).
Nevertheless, because the scheme is easy to program and
simple to understand it retains a good deal of popularity,
particularly for educational purposes. It is also used as the
basis for more sophisticated routines such as SHNK (see
Kahaner, 1971a,b) and CADRE (deBoor, 1971). Moreover
even without modification it still remains one of the better
general algorithms for rapidly oscillating integrands. For
these reasons, effort directed at improving the efficiency of
the scheme is worthwhile.
A number of attempts have been made to improve the
efficiency of the Romberg procedure by employing a
different subdivisional sequence than the natural harmonic
sequence (e.g. Bulirsch, 1964). The main disadvantage of
the harmonic sequence is the number of function
evaluations required by the scheme, which increases very
rapidly with decreasing stepsize: each time a new
subdivision is required, the total time taken by the scheme
is approximately doubled. However, attempts to devise a
more economical subdivisional sequence have been
generally unsuccessful because of a significant associated
loss in overall reliability (Robinson, 1973).
In this paper we show that for many types of integral
the efficiency of the scheme can be improved by even as
much as a factor of two without any loss of reliability (in
fact, with a slight increase in reliability overall). This
improvement may be achieved by employing a different
method of terminating the procedure than the usual
method based on convergence of the main diagonal, at the
same time retaining the classical harmonic subdivisional
sequence.
2.

ROMBERG’S SCHEME
We denote by T0 k the trapezoidal approximation to I
based on an interval size h = (b—a)/2k :

T0,k = | |f (a) + 2f(a+h) + 2f(a+2h) + .... + 2f(a+2k-lh)
+ f(b)

, k=0,l,2.„.

Then, by repeated application of Richardson’s
extrapolation procedure, we
can generate new
approximations to I according to the formulae

Tm^ = 4mTm-l,k+l ~ Tm-l,k

k=0,l,2,...
m=l,2,3,...
qm _ i
The Romberg calculations are generally arranged in a
triangular table:
Tq,o

Tq,1 Ti>0
To,2 Ti j T2,o

(2.1)

To,m T1 ,m—1 •• Tm>o
and are generated one row at a time. We find that Tj ^
corresponds to Simpson’s two-thirds rule and T.2 k is tlie
composite fourth-order Newton-Cotes formula ’ for 2k
subintervals, but for m>2, there is no direct relation
between the Tm)k and any of the classical Newton-Cotes
formulae (Bauer, Rutishauser and Stiefel, 1963).
It can be shown (Robinson, 1973) that the error of
the approximation Tm)k is
I-Tmjc = r=m+l Kr^a-j2rtm(4r).4-kr (2.2)
m 4s — x
where tm(x) = II------- ,
s=l 4s — 1

Kr = (ilrr K1*® ^ k2'-1*-)}
and Br is the rth Bernoulli number (as defined in Comrie,
1966).

*Department of Information Science University of Melbourne Parkville, Victoria, 3052. Manuscript received 17th September, 1974.
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Further, if T0jI- converges to I as r-w, then all columns
and diagonals of the T-table (2.1) converge to I (Bauer et al,
1963). In most cases, the convergence of the sequence TI)0
(r-w) is the fastest and so the scheme is generally halted by a
test on successive values of Tr 0, The test originally
proposed takes the form
1 Tm+l,o ~~ Tm)0 I/ I Tm+i)0 | <e ,

(2.3)

where e is the given tolerance limit.
Even so, (2.3) is not the only possible test, and various
observations suggest that another exit criterion may be
superior.
In particular, for many examples, the required
accuracy is often reached by Tm+i,0 although Tm;o is so
far off that (2.3) fails. Early exit is h’ighly desirable because
the total time taken by the scheme is approximately
doubled each time a new subdivision is required.
Consequently, if a different test than (2.3) can detect that
the required accuracy has been reached even one iteration
earlier, the total time taken by the procedure will be
halved.
3. NEW EXIT CRITERIA
Consider the following portion of the Romberg table:
........ Tm—1,0
........ Tm—1,1 Tmjo

....... Tm-1,2 Tm>i Tm+i;o
If in fact each column and diagonal is converging to I, and
the main diagonal converges fastest, then we have

U-Tm+l,0l<II-Tm,i |<|I-Tm>0|
for m sufficiently large. It would seem appropriate,
therefore, to devise a test which makes use of the value
Tm,l- A direct test on the difference between Tm)i and
Tm+1,0 is inadvisable because it has been found by
experiment that it allows the procedure to terminate
prematurely in many slowly converging cases.
Consider instead the weighted test
I pTm,0 + (1—P)Tm,l - Tm+1)0 I / I Tm+1,0 | < <3.1)
where p is a constant, 0<p<l. The complicated dependence
of the entries Tjj on derivatives of the integrand (see (2.2))
makes it difficult to imagine a theoretically determined
optimum value for p. Nevertheless, empirical tests
comparing the values p = %, 1/3,
and 1 (the standard
test) indicate that the value p = 1/3 gives the most efficient
results without sacrificing reliability. Each of these tests
were incorporated in the Romberg scheme and tested on
the 110 test integrals listed in Robinson (1973). These
integrals cover a wide spectmm of integrand behaviour and
include well-behaved, oscillating, singular, near-singular and
discontinuous functions. The tests were performed on a
CYBER 73 computer, enabling 14 decimal figures to be
carried in the computations. For the value p = 1/3, the
required accuracy was achieved with one iteration less than
was needed using the standard test (and therefore in
approximately half the time) for about one-third of all
114

integrands tested. The only new failures introduced
occurred in a small percentage of cases in which the
procedure was halted prematurely after only 2 or 3
iterations. On the other hand, for a few cases in which the
procedure failed under the standard test, the new test
managed to successfully terminate the scheme before
rounding error began to have a significant effect.
For further reference, it is convenient here to write
the new test (3.1) with p = 1/3 in the form

I (Tm,0+2Tm,i)/3-Tm+i,o |/1 Tm+i,o 1 <e -(3.2)
Now, even though the test (3.2) seems experimentally
superior to the original test (2.3), neither is very
satisfactory on occasions when earlier columns converge
faster than the diagonal Tr o (as may be the case, for
instance, when the asymptotic error series is not a power
series, e.g. for f(x) = \/xlogx (Fox and Mayers, 1968)).
Experience has shown that (provided there is no
interference from rounding error) in order to achieve up to
10-figure accuracy, most “well-behaved” functions can be
successfully integrated by the Romberg scheme using less
than 7 successive subdivisions of the original interval (that
is, less than 129 function evaluations). Using the 110 test
integrands and five different tolerances between e=10-2
and e=10-10, it has been found that if a straightforward
column test of the type

|TmJk+l-TmJtl/ITm>k+ll<e

(3-3)

is employed on each column of the table after the firsts
subdivisions are complete, then for over 50% of the cases
where more than 129 function evaluations are needed, the
scheme is reliably terminated before either of the tests (2.3)
or (3.2) detects convergence, and no new failures are
introduced in the remainder of the cases.
This result does not only apply, however, on occasions
when for some reason a certain column may be converging
faster than the main diagonal. On the contrary, in a number
of cases the very fact that a column is converging more
slowly than the diagonal means that the difference between
its entries is smaller and therefore the test (3.3) is likely to
be satisfied earlier than (2.3) or (3.2). Naturally we need to
be sufficiently advanced in the table before using this test
to avoid “bogus” convergence.
Summing up then, it emerges that although none of
these criteria is satisfactory at all levels, a composition of
them ought certainly to yield improved efficiency without
sacrificing reliability. In accordance with this observation, it
has been found that the following scheme is preferable on
all counts to the straightforward use of (2.3):
Let m=number of iterations (i.e. number of successive
“halvings” of the original interval).
(i) For m=l, do not test at all. (This avoids a large
number of premature exits which result from a test
between the 2- and 3-point approximations.)
(ii) For 2<m<4, use the standard test (2.3).
(iii) For m>4, utilize the test (3.2) and terminate if it is
satisfied. (The use of the standard test for low values of
m avoids the few unreliable results caused by the use
of (3.2) at these levels.)
(iv) When m>7, supplement (3.2) by calculating

Dk = I Tm_k,k — Tm-k,k+l I / I Tm—k,k I
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for k=l,2,...,m, and terminate (notwithstanding failure
of (3.2)) if
fO
<*>
i/)
o
co

k=l.

,mDk<e

(3.4)
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Use of this new termination scheme is often likely to
result in at least a halving of the number of function
evaluations required (and therefore of the time taken) by
the original Romberg scheme, and at the' same time increase
its reliability (particularly for ‘difficult’ integrands and high
tolerances). As an example, if we refer to the Romberg
table for the integral
j* dx/(l+25x2)

1+25x2 = 0.2artan5 (=0.274680153389

(see Table 1), we see that for e=10-10, 513 function
evaluations are required to satisfy the standard test alone,
compared with 257 if (3.2) is used, and only 129 if (3.4) is
also employed.
CONCLUSION
The use of the termination scheme described here
results in a slight overall increase in reliability of the
Romberg scheme and affords a significant improvement in
efficiency for many integrals. This is not only worthwhile
because of the current widespread use of Romberg’s
method and its recommendation in many standard
textbooks, but also because it is used as the “core” of more
sophisticated algorithms such as Wynn’s e-algorithm (Wynn,
1956; Kahaner, 1971b) and de Boor’s CADRE routine (de
Boor, 1971). Any improvement we can devise for the basic
Romberg algorithm may naturally be put to good use in
these routines.

The Romberg table for I =

4.
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The Basic Principles of Well-structured Code
By Arthur Sale

This tutorial paper sets out to explain the basic principles underlying the concepts of well structured
code, and the reasoning behind these principles. The alleged advantages of well-structured coding
include increased programmer productivity, less debugging, etc., and it is therefore of potential
interest to a wide range of computer professionals and users. The general topic of structured
programming is also discussed to put well-structured code into perspective in the overall concept.

1. BACKGROUND
The term structured programming often evokes
extreme reactions in computer programmers, either of
active dislike or fanatical acceptance. Why this is so is an
interesting question in the history of computing, and
perhaps also important for our understanding. The roots of
structured programming lie far back in the development of
the so-called software crisis. We now recognise that the
problems of large software projects related not so much to
crisis as to impasse (unless we had mistakenly accepted a
contract for an overlarge project), and that some large
software projects were unwritable however much money
was poured into them. The ways to overcome this problem
seemed to lie in dramatic improvement in programmer
ability, or in greatly improved organizational techniques,
but no-one seemed to have the answer.
The first major push towards what we now call
structured programming came from Professor Edsger W.
Dijkstra of the Technological University of Eindhoven who
suggested at the 1965 IFIP Congress [Dijkstra, 1965] that
the goto statement should be eliminated from high-level
programming languages. This comment, repeated and
expanded later in a letter to the Communications of the
ACM [Dijkstra, 1968a], triggered off a number of
interested researchers, but had relatively little effect upon
the industry itself. The idea of avoiding the use of gotos
had of course been around for quite some time; this early
history is well-catalogued by Knuth [1974]. Perhaps some
of the failure to listen can be attributed to the provocative
tone of the letter, perhaps some to the misleading and
negative title placed above the letter; but much more
importantly, it seems the idea was generally rejected
because it did not fit the accepted model of what
programming activity ought to be like. In Kuhn’s terms
[Kuhn, 1962], the existing paradigm of programming was a
view of creating intricate programs of a certain personal
beauty of complexity bound up with a skill in diagnosis of
faults. As a result, only those persons who had personally
experienced some of the problems and perhaps were less
than entranced with the skills of the allegedly best
programmers were able to grasp that here perhaps was the
start of a new paradigm which might be employed to
motivate programmers: to employ structure of simple kinds

in a regular manner to construct reliable programs.
Dijkstra meanwhile set himself to work intensively on
a self-set project:
“This working document reports on experience and
insights gained in programming experiments
performed by the author in the last year. The leading*

question was if it was conceivable to increase our
programming ability by an order of magnitude and
what
techniques
(mental,
organizational
or
mechanical) could be applied in the process of
program composition to produce this increase . ..”
[Dijkstra, 1970]
This project led to a large number of seminal papers
and quotable phrases as his ideas matured and developed
[Dijkstra 1965, 1968a, 1968b, 1969, 1970, 1971, 1972 and
others] [Dahl, Dijkstra and Hoare 1972]. Dijkstra
undoubtedly provided the impetus and thrust which led to
the eventual recognition that there must be something
useful in structured programming.
It would be invidious here to single out all the
contributions made in the field (not least for fear of
omitting some important development), but it should be
mentioned that two other workers who contributed
considerably to the general climate of tolerance of these
ideas were Professor C.A.R. Hoare and Professor N. Wirth.
Their emphasis on what can now be called software
engineering (without too much risk of understanding)
altered the programmer’s view of his activity. No longer is it
appropriate to view a programmer as a lone eccentric
pursuing an esoteric occupation (though this misconception
persists amongst the young), but rather as a designer
attempting to employ his skills in creating useful human
constructs in association with others . .. Further
bibliographies can be found in Knuth [1974] and Lecarme
[1974].
A year or two ago, to the surprise of those of us who
had followed the earlier developments and were thinking
about the consequences, the situation suddenly changed: it
became fashionable to talk about structured programming;
it was the in-thing to do. And naturally (as with all
fashions) it rapidly got distorted and gathered accretions of
bandwagon topics, for example IBM’s superprogrammer
project, and Dijkstra’s own further ideas on top-down
designing. The situation exhibits all the characteristics of a
small scientific revolution [Kuhn, 1962] in progress: the
accepted paradigm is changing and we witness all the
characteristics of crisis science: diehards clinging to old
beliefs; confusion and redefinition of terms; the
obsolescence of many text-books; and the many
proponents taking dogmatic positions.
As an almost inevitable result of the revolution,
numerous people have elevated the discussion of structured
programming to an almost theological level. Authors are
often violently polarized one way or another and take up
positions from which it is difficult to budge them. Dijkstra

*Department of Information Science, University of Tasmania. Manuscript received 5th May, 1975.
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has commented on a communication to Knuth [Knuth,
1974] that not only has he received a considerable amount
of crank mail, but that the position in the controversy
ascribed to him is somewhat more extreme than he cares
for... . In the process catch-phrases achieved notoriety in
attempts to gain attention. For example the very useful
word structure has almost been devalued to meaninglessness
today, and the catch-phrase goto-less programming has
focussed much attention on one negative aspect of what the
revolution is all about. Often this has ensured a negative
response from active programmers, for who wants to be
banned from using a tool because they’re felt to be too
irresponsible? It has accordingly become wise for you to get
any self-confessed structured programming proponent or
opponent to define what he means by the terms before you
listen further.
2.

THE OBJECTIVES
What then is structured programming as I see it (for
inevitably the discussion will be coloured by personal
views)? Structured programming is about structure in
programming: its key precept is that a programmer or
system designer needs to be fully aware of the implications
of the structures he employs in creating programs and their
nature, and ought to be able to both control and exploit
these structures in an efficient way. Viewed in this way we
can perceive several facets of this central theme, all of
which merit extended treatment (and of course further
research). For example there is the problem of perceiving
structure in the problem itself, and of how this structure
might be reflected into the modularity of the program; or
the problem of natural or desirable data types and data
structures and their associated natural manipulations; or the
problem of coding actions together to form a program. In
this paper, concentration will be focussed on this last topic:

of how program code ought to be put together and of the
advantages of controlling the code structures employed.
I could now go into some detail to point out the
various advantages of and reasons for employing these
techniques, but this would probably not convince or satisfy
those who have not met structured code before. I will
however point out that the alleged benefits of structured
code are:
*
modularity of the code is enhanced so that local
changes do not propagate effects all over the program,
*
it becomes easy to satisfy oneself of the logical
correctness of a program with an amount of effort
which grows only linearly with the size of the program
(and does not result in an explosive increase of effort
in large programs), and
*
maintenance and modification become simpler as the
structures employed are simple and regular.
In emphasizing the code structure aspect, I do not
wish to play down other structuring areas, but simply to
concentrate on one isolatable component of a good
programmer’s toolkit. I have not space here to explore the
possibilities of data structuring and data types, nor to write
much about the woeful deficiency of most languages in this
respect. Suffice it to say that a well-structured language will
let you specify data and operations thereon in terms of the
natural properties of the objects concerned, regardless of
the fine details of implementation, and ought to protect
you from violating the rules implied by the objection
properties. Floating-point arithmetic is a reasonably good
example of what is wanted; you are given natural
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

operations (+, —, x and -r), are fairly-isolated from the
actual bit-patterns and algorithms used, and in some
computers are notified of overflow and underflow
violations. Even here there is room for improvement in
practice, as witnessed by Knuth’s comments [1969] on
arithmetic axioms and Wirth’s criticism [1972b] of CDC
6600 arithmetic. But to take a very simple example where
typical languages break down, consider the days of the
week: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, ...., Sunday. If we
have a variable which is to hold a value of this type, then
clearly an integer is not the best possible representation.
After all, the days of the week are circularly ordered (not
linearly) and violations of the implicit bounds will not be
reported if we try to find successors to each day. And
anyway why should a programmer have to decide whether
Monday is represented by a 0 or a 1? Or indeed whether the
week starts with Monday or Sunday? The whole mess arises
because common languages only have a few very simple
data types and structures, and very minimal checking.
Corollary: most computing langauges are dreadful: we are
only now beginning to realize quite how bad and what
ought to be done about it [Hoare 1972].
To close this introductory section, I will quote a
number of other definitions of structured programming. It
should be clear from all these just how much confusion
exists in detail and yet how all are groping towards similar
things...
“The systematic use of abstraction to control a mass
of detail, and also a means of documentation which
aids program design.”
[C.A.R. Hoare in Knuth 1974]
“The major ideas that we group under the heading of
structured programming comprises: complete or
partial banishment of the goto statement, by way of
logical constructs with nested structure; a novel
approach to modularity; construction of programs by
stepwise refinement; top-down programming; analytic
verification or proof of correctness of algorithms; and
in the use in program construction of a strict but
freely accepted discipline.”
[Lecarme 1974]
“A major function of the structuring of the program is
to keep a correctness proof feasible.”
[Dijkstra in Dahl, Dijkstra and Hoare 1972]
“The purpose of structured programming is to control
complexity through theory and discipline.”
[Mills 1973]
For further comment on a rational level, see the letter
in ACM Forum by Gries [1974].
3.

CODE PRIMITIVES
Translated into action, the key precepts of structured
programming imply that programs ought to be constructed
from code structures that we understand, and whose
inter-relations are themselves easy to understand.
Accordingly we are looking for code structures which are
simple, and in some sense most basic: a set of code
primitives. Note that we are not seeking for an absolutely
fewest set of primitives from which to construct all
programs (otherwise we might land up with a Turing
machine), but rather to find a consistent set of structures
that achieves a balance between simplicity of structure and
interaction and naturalness of use. The necessary
compromises will naturally allow slightly different points of
view to be legitimately held and argued .. .
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Let me now postulate that good programs can be
written using only the following set as basic primitive code
structures:
*
any indivisible action which has an effect defined by
associated axioms, one entry point (inway) and one
exit point (outway).
*
the composition rule.
*
two enumerative combination rules:
(1) sequential,
(2) selective.
*
two repetivie uses of code:
(1) the iterative loop, and
(2) the self-recursive procedure.
*
the complier/interpreter/table-driven program struc
ture, which in effect defines a new abstract
machine with new axioms for a higher level of code.
With the exception of the last construct, all of these
have but one inway and one outway, and consequently
only one (albeit complex) action. The last construct is
different, in that it defines a new set of axioms as a basis
for a new body of code, and the flow of control in the
interpreter (or compiler or whatever) has little relation and
no relevance to the flow of control in the new body of
code.
In discussing these primitives, it is appropriate to begin
with the basic indivisible action, which we take as being
defined by the language we are using, or better, by the
natural properties of the objects being manipulated. The
effects of such a basic action are to cause some change in
the data environment or the external environment, the
nature of this action being specified by some properties or
axioms. If a boundary assumption concerning the action is
violated, we have a right to expect that we be notified
immediately of the fault, and if the violation is not
detected until run-time, that either the execution is
terminated or some other remedial action can be brought
into play. Some simple examples of basic indivisible actions
in a hopefully self-evident language are:
RESULT <- A x (BV + 1)
PRINT RESULT, “CONVERGED”
At this point it might be appropriate to mention that
some people seem to have a mental block for words like
proof and axiom, probably due to some unfortunate
experiences during early mathematical learning. Although I
shall continue to use these words (they have meaning for
me and have the merit of being short), you are quite at
liberty to mentally substitute ‘satisfy oneself of the logical
correctness of’ for ‘prove’, and ‘principles of operation’ for
‘axiom’ wherever these words occur. You will miss no
nuances of meaning.
The composition rule, which I introduce next, simply
states that any given code construct with one and only one
inway and one and only one outway, may be treated as a
basic action for the purposes of creating larger structures,
however complex the given construct may be internally.
You are undoubtedly familiar with this rule as it crops up
in most common programming languages in two-guises: that
of nesting (which directly encloses a construct within
another) and that of procedure calls (which effectively
achieve the same control effect). Macros are yet another
manifestation of the same rule, the differences between
these implementations of the composition rule lie primarily
in the different treatment of the data- and
external-environments. A nested construct (for example a
loop within a loop) has access to all the data-objects
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available to the outer construct, whereas in the case of a
procedure (or function or subroutine or subprogram) access
to the data-objects of the invoking code may be restricted
or directed. A macro of course differs from a procedure
primarily in its run-time attributes of time and space, at
least in normal usage.
The importance of the composition rule Is that all the
code constructs I shall consider will satisfy the required one
inway and one outway properties, and consequently the
composition rule can be used to make structures of
considerable complexity and widely different substructure.
This rule probably requires little more explanation as it is
so widely known, and the following few examples should
suffice:
Nesting:
LOOP FOR J <- 1 TO N
LOOP FOR K> 1 TO N
ARRAY [J,K] «• J x N + K
END LOOP
END LOOP
Procedure:
PROCEDURE LOGBASETWO(X, RESULT)
RESULT + LOG(X) / LOG(2.0)
END PROCEDURE
PROCEDURE MAINPROGRAM
LOGBASETWO(XC-CELLSIZE, LDELTA)
END PROCEDURE
Macro:
MACRO ACCUMULATE^,B)
B+<B + A
END MACRO
PROCEDURE MAINPROGRAM
ACCUMULATE(NETPAY, SALARYBILL)
END PROCEDURE
4.

ENUMERATIVE CONSTRUCTS
The enumerative constructs are rules for assembling
basic actions into larger assemblies of a regular structure.
They are characterized by the necessity of enumerating and
examining each of the effects of the composing actions
one-by-one before the total action of the construct can be
comprehended. Consequently the complexity of an
enumerative construct depends upon the number of actions
making it up. An example will make this clearer.
The most familiar enumerative construct is that of
sequential combination: of actions executed sequentially
one after another. Practically all computing languages
permit this form of combination, and undoubtedly you are
familiar with it. Clearly to understand the effect of a piece
of sequential code you need to understand what the first
action does to the environment, then what the second does,
and so-on until the last action is considered and the total
action of the piece of code is understood.
The topological dual of serial combination of actions
is that of combination in parallel, and were I considering
actions in a more general sense, it would be necessary to
consider the claim of fully parallel actions (in time) as a
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol, 7, No. 3, November 1975
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primitive. However most programming takes place in a
mode where there is a single flow of control
(uniprogramming) and only one action at a time is
activated. If in this case we have actions where in fact we
do not care about the order of execution of the actions, we
cannot execute them in parallel, but must combine them in
some more or less arbitrary serial order. This state of affairs
is now so commonplace that programmers are unused to
thinking of actions in parallel, or even of considering which
serially combined actions do not in fact interact.
There is however one situation where topologically
parallel control paths find a place in a uniprogramming
environment: where one and only one of the actions is
selected for execution according to some predetermined
decision. This is the selection rule, and is poorly treated in
many common languages. Perhaps the commonest forms of
the selection rule are to be found in the if-then and
if-then-else constructions made popular by Algol 60.
Consider the if-then-else construct represented as follows
(in an invented language):
IF logical-expression
action-1
ELSE
action-2
END IF
Depending on the value of the logical expression, one
and only one of action-1 or action-2 is executed; action-1
being selected if the logical expression has the value true.
As we know logical expressions have only two possible
values (true or false) and there are therefore two ways of
looking at this construction. Both are computationally
equivalent, but they differ in how we view extension of the
principle. The first view sees the logical expression as
producing one of two values which selects one of two
actions; the second view sees the logical expression as
producing either a value (true) which selects the first
action, or any other value (which we know here must be
false) as the second default action.
The second view corresponds most exactly to the
subconscious view held by most programmers, and is
perhaps marginally richer if we look at extensions of the
selection rule. The first we might look at is the common
restriction to an apparent selection of one action: the
if-then. If no action is necessary for the default case, then
many languages permit a contraction of the construction to
the equivalent of:
IF logical-expression
action-1
END IF
Here it is understood that the default action is null: do
nothing but carry on. That this view is commonly held is
shown by the fact that the apparently symmetrical case
(with the other viewpoint) of an if-else construct is almost
never met: programmers prefer to reverse the direction of
their logical condition.
Much more interesting though is the extension to
richer selections. There is no good reason why a selection
should stop at two-way; after all serial combination of
arbitrary numbers of actions is commonplace. It has been
sometimes argued that since n-way selections can be built
up of two-way selections (if-then-else), that it is therefore
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

somehow immoral to use n-way constructions. This
argument is very weak for the same is true using one-way
selections (if-then) and no-one seems to argue that we be
restricted to them. .. In any case the argument is of the
same sort as the insistence in some of the New Maths that
addition is a binary operator despite the common
counter-evidence of column addition sums in their own
textbooks. In view of the fact that not many languages have
fully faced up to the selection question for logical
expressions, we will not be surprised to find that they are
woefully deficient in n-way selection. We need however the
facility of being able to write something like this:
SELECT expression
CASE constant-1
action-1
CASE constant-2
action-2
CASE constant-3
action-3
ELSE
action-4
END SELECT
In this form (which is even now not the most general
in specifying the selection) the expression selects one of the
actions action-1, action-2 or action-3 if it evaluates to
match one of the appropriate case constants, or if it does
not match, it selects the default action following the ELSE.
Like simpler constructs the ELSE may be omitted, and any
number of CASEs is permitted. It is possible then to view
the if-then-else as a convenient shorthand for:
SELECT logical-expression
CASE true
action-1
ELSE
action-2
END IF
Despite the relative unfamiliarity of the selection
construct, it should be clear that it too requires
enumerating the effects of all alternative actions before the
total effect of the construct can be understood. The effort
involved, as before, grows with the number of alternative
actions. Both sequential and selective combination rules can
be shown well in flow-charts as the necessary
flow-of-control properties are well modelled, and Fig. 1
illustrates the two structures.
5.

LOOPS AND RECURSION
Loops and recursion play an important part in
computing, for they permit code fragments to be
repeatedly used. Indeed, beginning programmers often seem
to go under the impression that the smallest interesting
procedure worth writing must have at least one loop.
Personally, I can think of many useful and complex
loop-free procedures that I have written and no doubt you
can too; however this feeling has a germ of truth for it is at
least true that to understand a loop you require quite
different techniques from those used with the combining
rules. In fact the way that we understand the operations
performed by a loop goes- by the technical name of
mathematical induction, which I shall discuss briefly later.
The most primitive loop (with the fewest
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of the logical expression is of no consequence in.
understanding the action of the loop traversal (in the
absence of side-effects it makes no changes in the
data-environment), and the expression is therefore
primarily of use to the programmer in
(1) determining
an
assertion
about
the
data-environment that can be made at that point,
and
(2) determining the escape condition,
there is room for both points of view.
Most languages have a built-in count-loop construct
such as BASIC’s FOR and FORTRAN’S DO; indeed many
languages have no other explicit loop construct. Obviously
count-loops are important, and it is satisfying to find that a
typical count-loop can be viewed as simply a convenient
macro-form for specifying a type of do-while loop. Thus
the following expansion contains the essence of count-loop
action.
LOOP FOR J * M TO N
action
END LOOP

Figure 1 The enumerative combination rules:
(a) sequential, and (b) selective.

J* M
LOOP UNLESS J > N
action
J* J+ 1
END LOOP

There are often annoying and unnecessary
implementation and/or language details which obscure or
limit the mapping, but these usually involve the manner of
handling the data-environment, or the manner of evaluating
the loop parameters. In some cases the restrictions placed
are such as to simply act as a safeguard: restricting a
count-loop to counting so that much more complex usage
do not masquerade under this guise. For example it would
probably be generally agreed by persons who have
examined the problems of count-loops in languages that:
(1) the counting variable ought not to be otherwise
changed during the execution of the loop, either in
value or in reference;
(2) the limits and step size of the count ought to be fixed
similarly throughout the loop execution (so that it
truly counts);
(3) the counting variable ought to be either fully defined
in value after completion of the loop in a normal way,
or else totally inaccessible after completion (thereby
evoking a compile error if a subsequent attempt is
made to access it); and

complications such as flow junctions) is illustrated in Fig 2:
the test-at-loop-start version, often characterised in the
literature as the do-while loop. Following the notation I
have been using, such loops could be written in one of the
following two forms:
LOOP IF logical-expression
action
END LOOP

LOOP UNLESS logical-expression
action
END LOOP

The only difference between these two forms is of
course in the inversion of the logical expression of the
looping condition. Since I am generally more interested in
the conditions for escaping from a loop than the conditions
for continuing in it, I prefer the second form for clarity.
Whether this is true of other programmers or not is
uncertain; the commonly suggested do-while form of the
construct suggests otherwise. However since the evaluation
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Figure 2 The most primitive loop: do-while
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(4) the loop test should be logically at the head of the
loop so that it is tested before entry into the loop.
Notice that all these act so as to limit the count loop
to its intended purpose and prevent unexpected effects.
Some proponents of structured coding, including
Dijkstra and Wirth, have implied that the only loop simple
enough to be used in handwritten code is the do-while loop
(and the count-loop). I believe this to be an extreme and
untenable position, as an examination of the code produced
by good programmers soon shows. Frequently a situation
arises where one of the most natural ways to program is to
create a loop which has two (or more) conditions for
escape from the loop, often at different points in the code
for the loop action [Peterson, Kasami and Tokura 1973].
To be sure, such needs can be met by a simple do-while
loop, but this will normally call for the introduction of
auxiliary (logical?) variables whose sole purpose is to hold
information until the one termination condition of the
do-while loop is encountered. Such additional burden on
the state description of the loop is only warranted if in fact
loops with several points of termination from the loop are in
fact too complex to understand. And in fact they are not,
at least up to a moderate level of complexity. Accordingly,
we need to be able to describe loops with termination
conditions at the start of the loop, or at the end of the
loop, or somewhere in the middle, or some mixture of all of
these. To permit this, I will introduce (a) the ESCAPE
statement which causes control flow to terminate the
immediately enclosing loop and transfer to the code just
after the END LOOP Marker, and (b) as a convenience IF
and UNLESS clauses may be attached to any one of the
loop marker, the END LOOP marker, or an ESCAPE. A
more complex loop might then look something like:
LOOP
ESCAPE IF A^B
END LOOP IF J+ 1 >N
To understand the action of a loop, it is necessary to
establish two basic facts or assertions. Firstly it is necessary
to show that if some property of the data-environment is
true when a loop traversal is about to commence, then it
follows that it is true immediately after the loop traversal.
Secondly it must be established that this property is true on
entry to the loop. This allows us to employ the reasoning
technique which goes under the technical name of
mathematical induction: the property is true before the
looping starts (by assertion 2), and it is therefore true after
the first traversal (by assertion 1), and true after the second
traversal (by assertion 1 again), etc. It remains only to
apply the special conditions of the loop termination
condition in the light of the loop assertion to determine the
state of the data-environment when the loop is complete
and whether it does ever terminate. For obvious reasons the
assertion about the data-environment which does not
change during the execution of the loop is known as the loop
invariant. Since loop invariants can be quite complex, most
of the difficulty of understanding a loop lies in identifying
just what the loop invariant is. An example will be shown
later.
So far I have concentrated upon loops as the structure
most familiar to readers, and ignored recursive procedures.
Recursive procedures are simply another way to repeat
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

code controlled by an escape condition and it is regrettable
that they have become surrounded by an aura of mystery
for the ordinary programmer. Since loops and recursion
have much in common, I could cut the discussion of
recursion short at this point were it not for the fact that the
problems of recursive procedures do not appear to have
been discussed anything like as fully as loops and many
misconceptions still remain.
In their own way, languages that permit unrestricted
use of recursion (such as Algol 60) open the way to a
spagetti-bowl style of programming quite as nasty as that
composed by unrestricted use of gotos (typical of
FORTRAN programs). The only thing that generally saves
the situation is that free use of recursive procedures is not
common, perhaps because they are not required in most
programs, or perhaps because they are not understood. As a
result the problem of poorly structured recursion rarely
arises. When it does, the results can be extremely
mystifying as the creation and deletion of local
data-environments with recursive procedures can destroy
much of the evidence of malfunction.. .
In principle there is nothing objectionable in a
procedure (subprogram) that calls itself to evaluate or
analyse a sub-program that it has analysed: this is much the
same usage as that of a loop, except that the local
data-objects are recreated afresh for the new activation of
the code (thus partially isolating the new activation from
the old). I shall call such procedures self-recursive.
Self-recursive procedures are certainly well enough
structured for us to admit them to our set of primitives:
they have to have a termination condition for recursion, a
recursion invariant, and require the technique of
mathematical induction to understand their effects. In fact
self-recursive procedures are as alike to loops (and therefore
can be regarded as a slightly different implementation form
of the basic principle of reusable code) as procedures are to
nested code. It is true for example that any recursive
computation can be performed iteratively by a loop, and
vice versa (Cooper 1966 and Barron 1968).
Having stated that self-recursive procedures are
well-structured since they can be considered in isolation, I
should examine the other usages that are commonly
lumped under the umbrella of recursion. The first, which is
innocuous, involves a reactivation of a piece of code (before
its first activation is complete) to analyse a completely
different data-environment. A typical example is that of a
double integration in numerical work, where the work of
evaluating the outer integral involves calling the integration
routine to evaluate a quite different problem. Such usages
are legitimate and better thought of as reusable or
re-entrant code rather than a recursive, even though the
same implementation structure may be used. The danger in
recursion lies rather in procedures which are at least
mutually recursive, or involve more complex calling
structure. A common example that springs to mind is a
syntax-analyser for a high-level language which permits
quite complicated expressions. If there is say an
arithmetic-expression
analyser
routine,
and
a
logical-expression analyser routine, then if logical
expressions can be embedded in arithmetic expressions and
vice versa, the two routines may call each other to analyse
sub-expressions. Such a situation immediately causes the
problem of correctness of the routines to be bound up
together: it can never suffice to show that each routine is
correct on the assumption that the other is, but the pair
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must be considered together. A very simple example is
presented in the appendix to illustrate this point since it
does not seem to be widely known.
Of course this is precisely the situation in which gotos
force increased effort of understanding and difficulty of
proof of correctness. It may therefore be appropriate for
those who decry the use of gotos but who delight in recur
sion to re-examine their principles, the situation may not be
as black-and-white as was first supposed. If leaping into and
out of loops should be banned then so should mutual
recursion (for all recursive uses can be formed from
self-recursive procedures); if however mutual recursion is
sometimes valuable there may even be a case for the
occasional goto. . .
6.

ABSTRACT MACHINE CREATION
The effect of the composition rule and procedures in
particular is to extend the available code actions to a more
suitable set for the higher level programming task. Consider
a situation where, by some mechanism or other, a complete
set of new actions has been defined, and the higher level
code is written entirely in these actions and not in the
lower level actions of which they are made up.
Imperceptibly, we have moved from a position of extension
of the code structures to that of redefinition of available
code structures: the creation of a new abstract machine.
While there are sometimes cases where it is difficult to
decide whether a programmer is extending a machine or
creating a new one, there is more often no doubt that the
creation is real. Notice that my usage of the term machine
embraces the term language, with the additional
connotation that not only can we write code for the
machine (language) but that it can also be executed. The
importance of this mode of coding is that by creating a new
set of axioms and actions which are more suitable for the
description of the problem, the problem itself becomes
easier, and perhaps better defined. The trick of designing of

course involves a good choice of what new level to
construct, and what properties it ought to have. Some
programmers may be of the opinion that this sort of
programming is reserved for esoteric applications, but this is
not wholly correct. To illustrate the different types of
application and implementations, I shall briefly discuss
macro- and subroutine packages, compilers and interpreters,
and table-driven programs.
It is quite common to find instances of extensive sets
of subroutines provided for some particular application (for
example FORTRAN routines for commercial data
processing applications) which require the writing of driver
programs which consist entirely of calls to routines. In
another case, macros are used to define a new language
which is then used to write a program. This approach has
been put forward by Waite [1970a, 1970b] as a partial
solution to the portability problem. In each case the user of
the system uses a language which involves objects more
directly useful and familiar to him (though the same may
not be true of the notational devices).
A more whole-hearted approach is of course to create
a whole new code environment, including actions, syntax,
data-objects, etc. This is exemplified in emulators
(microcode creation of fake machines as for example IBM
370s), in simulators and interpreters (apparently direct
execution of higher-level languages), and in compilers
(manipulation of the higher-level language to make it more
palatable to the lower level execution device). And we all
know of cases of compilers compiling other compilers,
which perhaps run on machines which are themselves
emulated by a host processor.. . . Clearly the heirachical
nature of these levels is very desirable, as each level can be
considered in isolation from the others [Dijkstra 1969].
However this type of coding is also of use (and
common) in simpler situations: typically of the so-called
table-driven programs. Examples that spring to my mind are
the syntax tables of many compilers (such as the WATFOR

Figure 3 Character syntax for floating-point numbers (see text for explanation of conventions)
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compiler) and decision tables. The way of thought involved
is sufficiently important to warrant an example.
Consider the problem of recognising floating-point
numbers as typically presented to FORTRAN, BASIC,
Algol and PL/I systems, either in the source code as
constants or in the input data. One way of recognising
correct floating-point numbers is to sit down and carefully
work through the syntax rules, finally writing a
well-structured program (full of if-then-elses and do-while
loops) to explore all the possible cases. This approach was
followed in Algorithm
239
published in the
Communications of the ACM [McKeeman, 1964]. The
result can be inspected and while it generally conforms to
the rules of well-structured programs, it is unnecessarily
large and difficult to understand, running to some 61
non-comment lines of Algol 60. An alternative approach is
to create a fixed data-structure (table) which reflects the
syntax structure, and then to write a program that simply
‘interprets’ the table by making appropriate tests and
conditionally changing its state to a new point in the table.
Such an approach leads to an executable code body which
may be much shorter (in a trial implementation: 27 lines of
Algol-like code), and is much different. It of course
implements a quite different problem from the first, and its
flow-chart affords no certain guide as to the action of the
total procedure. The essence of the design is to concentrate
its control in the table, which is therefore a higher level
description of the desired action. You can understand, too,
the advantages of this implementation in adaptation to the
differing vagaries of syntax in Algol and FORTRAN, etc.
To illustrate this further, Fig 3 shows graphically a
typical table structure which specifies the syntax of a
floating-point number in some language. Each node consists
of characters to be tested against the current input string
character (± means + or —, and d means one of the digits 0
to 9, and E and . mean themselves), and two pointers to be
taken dependent on the success of the match: right across
the page if a match occurs (whence move on to the next
character in the input string), and downwards if no match
occurs (so keep trying). In trying to match a string if you
reach the right hand side you have analysed a number, and
if you reach a downwards missing link then the string is
syntactically not a floating-point number. Of course many
other equivalent syntax structures are possible for this
problem.
7.

TO GOTO OR NOT TO GOTO
One of the tenets of structured programming is then
that any desired program action can be and ought to be
implemented without excessive efficiency loss using only
the code primitives discussed earlier. That all possible
programs can be implemented in this set is very easy to
prove; one loop and one wide selection suffices to
implement all programs though with poor efficiency and
quite unacceptable loss of structure related to the problem.
In general, the claim of only marginal loss of efficiency (if
any) is reasonably true: the structures available fit most
programming usages. Remember though that some
proponents of structured programming advocate a much
more restricted set of primitives than I have discussed: a
somewhat greater efficiency loss may be the result. Slower
running may however not be the normal penalty for writing
structured code since most complex constructions beloved
by tricky programmers turn out to be of negligible
importance in overall program execution time; the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

innermost loops of programs which consume most of the
time usually turn out to be pretty simple things.
What then about the goto, familiar to every
FORTRAN, BASIC and assembly language programmer?
Has it any role left? at this stage, the answer must be clearly
yes, on two counts. The first can be disposed of quite
quickly: the goto or jump or branch has a very important
role to play in machine instruction sets as it is such a
powerful and economical implementation technique for
changing control flow. Machine designers will be loth to
give it up, and they need not. Obviously therefore the goto
may similarly crop up in intermediate object codes, and in
low-level assembly languages (though there is a case for
encouraging structured code even in die-hard assembler
programmers). Wo; the goto has a place deep in machines: it

is misuse by humans that is objected to.
The second role for the goto is much more
controversial. Some programming practices turn out to be
not very easily accommodated by the primitives proposed
earlier. Examples that come to mind are escapes from many
levels deep in nested loops (the loop primitive was
restricted to one level of escape), and gotos on special
exception conditions (error discovery, or end-of-file).
Should such usages be regarded as poor programming and
other constructions be substituted? Or should the usages be
tidied up by a better form (an event notice has been
suggested [Knuth 1974]). Or is the goto here the best
implementation? No-one really knows as yet, and until the
question is resolved, the goto remains a convenient
mechanism for occasionally constructing a complex code
structure or for attaining efficiency improvements in
time-critical code.
It is important to keep perspective on these issues:
structured programming is about designing and perceiving
structure in programs and in relating that structure to the
problem and its related sub-problems. It is useless
conforming to all the rules of structured code if the
resulting program is not clear and well-designed: program
structure can hide as well as illuminate problem
structure. .. In short, it is possible to write terrible
programs with structured code as it is with gotos; only we
hope much less likely!
8.

CORRECTNESS PROOFS
I can now turn to discussing some of the benefits of
structured code. One of the prime benefits claimed is that
of being able to prove that program segments are correct; of
being able to logically argue through the operation of the
code; and of being able to do this with effort that is not
disproportionately large compared to the effort of writing
and debugging the code. It is claimed that this approach
leads to code which is better understood (hopefully
correct), and consequently to far fewer serious bugs and
errors, and much less debugging. Dijkstra succintly summed
up this approach to program writing in the often-quoted:

“Testing shows the presence, not the absence of bugs. ”
When you pause to think about it, it is clear that he is
correct: no amount of testing can assure us that a large
program is in fact completely correct. Your own experience
of lurking bugs in compilers, operating systems and
manufacturer’s software (and perhaps your own software?)
should suffice to prove this. To take a simple example
however, consider the flow chart of Fig 4. It is not
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over-complex as a sub-program, and yet there are (310 + 39
+ 38 + ......+ 3i + 1) = 88573 different control flow paths
through this small program! Even without considering the
<10 TIMES
possible data interactions, complete brute force testing of
anything but the most miniscule program is not likely.
No; it is essential to use your knowledge of structure
in designing and testing programs. Even naive beginners
soon learn to do this: for example they assume that if a
loop works correctly once it will always work correctly.
The natural corollary is however not to test a written
program with great effort to ensure that it works correctly,
but to write it correctly in the first place and understand it
while you are writing it. If then in testing the segment turns
out to be incorrect, it is likely to be due either to a clerical
error (which is relatively easy to detect, and which
compilers can often flag) or to an error in assumption about
the program. In the latter case the correction may cure the
problem for all time, rather than as so often happens, cure
it temporarily by slapping a patch over a mysterious flaw.
How do we go about proving things about programs?
The key ideas can perhaps be summed up as follows:
*
Programs-in-execution can be divided into two
basically different parts: an invariant part which does
not change during execution, and which is made up of
code, constants, fixed tables, etc., and a part wliich
Figure 4 Example of a flow-chart
varies during execution, made up of data, the
operating environment, etc.
(Note that the line numbers are there simply for
*
If code-like sections of the fixed part have identifiable
convenience in referring to points in the program.) Lines 1
start and finish points, then it should be possible to
to 4 are primarily specification code and serve to set up the
make some assumptions about the state of the
conditions for the executable code proper. For example the
data-part at the start of the section and to prove from
above program is concerned with only integer numbers and
the axioms of the actions and the properties of the
has access to non-local objects VECTOR, LENGTH and
code-construct that some consequent assertions hold
MINVALUE, as well as the local objects TRIAL and
at the end of the section.
INDEX. Assume that at the program start the variable
*
To prove a program correct, it is necessary to show
LENGTH has defined value > 1, and that the array
that the starting assumptions of each code section
VECTOR also has defined values for all elements from 1 to
match up with the assertions of the code section
the value of LENGTH inclusive. No other assumptions are
immediately preceding or enclosing it, and that the
needed. This is then the state of my assertions about the
overall program assertion matches up to the defined
problem specification.
program state just before line 5: whenever we are about to
Most of us do something like this intuitively. The
enter line 5 we know such-and-such about LENGTH and
VECTOR, and nothing about the values of TRIAL, INDEX
contribution of structured code is to make us aware of
and MINVALUE.
what it is we do, and to encourage the use of code
It would be pointless to work sequentially through the
constructs that are well-suited to understanding.
program steps trying to prove this program works, for we
A simple example might make these points clearer.
would not know what was coming next. Rather we either
Consider the problem of finding the smallest number in a
have to work from the outside in towards the innermost
vector of numbers (or if you prefer, the alphabetically first
nested constructs, or from the innermost constructs out (or
name in a set of names: the two formulations are not much
both), knowing or having a fair idea what we are trying to
different). A common method for doing this is to scan each
show. In this case I will choose to work outwards and I
element of the set one-by-one comparing it with a currently
shall therefore first consider the IF construct (lines 7-9)
smallest known element. This algorithm, which is in some
within the loop. This IF construct alters the variable
senses an optimal algorithm for the problem, might be
coded something like this:
1
PROCEDURE FINDMIN (VECTOR,LENGTH,MINVALUE)
2
SPECIFY LENGTH, MINVALUE: INTEGER
3
SPECIFY VECTOR: ARRAY [1 TO LENGTH] OF INTEGERS
4
DECLARE INDEX, TRIAL: INTEGER
5
TRIAL + VECTOR [1]
6
LOOP FOR INDEX * 2 TO LENGTH
7
IF TRIAL < VECTOR [INDEX]
8
TRIAL <■ VECTOR [INDEX]
9
END IF
10
END LOOP
11
MINVALUE * TRIAL
12
END PROCEDURE
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TRIAL only. Assume at the start of the IF (before line 6)
that TRIAL has some integer value, then the test provides
for two cases:
*
TRIAL < VECTOR [INDEX], in which case TRIAL
takes the same value as VECTOR [INDEX], or
*
TRIAL > VECTOR [INDEX], in which case nothing
is done.
Accordingly at the end of the segment TRIAL has a
value which is the smaller of that it had before and that of
VECTOR (INDEX).
The next enclosing construct is the loop (lines 6-10),
for which a quite different proof technique is required
(remember that selection requires enumeration of the
actions while loops require inductive reasoning). Assume
that we know the properties of count-loops, for it would
indeed be laborious to prove that every count-loop in fact
counted! Then we need to show two things: that each
iteration of the loop carries out an action consistent with
the target, and that the appropriate initial conditions are
right. And it is here that the ingenuity of the programmer
comes in for it is not always easy to determine what must
be asserted as the action of an iteration. In this case I will
assume that before the j-th iteration (an arbitrary one) the
variable TRIAL holds the value which is the least found in
all the elements VECTOR [1] to VECTOR [J - 1]: for
that is what we want. I can then show that if this is so, then
it is also so after the j-th iteration, for the action of the
body of the loop is to make TRIAL keep the least value of
its previous value and the j-th element (see above). Further,
and this is important, just before the first iteration TRIAL
holds the minimum value of all the elements preceding the
first index value (i.e. the value of VECTOR [1]). Therefore
since my assumption holds for before the first iteration, it
holds after the first and before the second, after the second
and before the third . .. and so on until the loop
terminates. In this case it does so by reaching the element
VECTOR [LENGTH] which is supposedly the last element
to be considered, and therefore at this point TRIAL will
have the value of the smallest element in VECTOR.
And that is all bar the shouting. Line 11 simply passes
this value back into the external environment, so that I can
assert that at procedure exit both VECTOR and LENGTH
are unaltered, and MINVALUE has the desired value. I have
hit this trivial program with a sledge-hammer of course, but
it is an example which is worth looking over carefully. It
illustrates proof techniques applied to selective
combination (the IF), and to loops. It also illustrates
composition, for notice that in using this procedure in a
larger program we need not even know about the internal
variables TRIAL and INDEX; indeed INDEX could well
have been local to the loop within FINDMIN (it was never
used anywhere else). You will realize that the amount of
work required to analyse a complete program depends
basically upon the number of constructs in the program and
their complexity, and not on the total number of paths
through the program.
Provided the accuracy of the measure is not taken too
seriously, it is possible to construct a control complexity
index (CCI) which is a measure of the difficulty of proof of
correctness of a program. Assume then that a basic action
has a complexity of 1: it takes one unit of effort to
comprehend it. The enumerative actions have complexities
equal to the sum of the complexities of all sub-actions,
while loops have complexity equal to their body
complexity plus some extra component due to the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

reasoning involved. The situation is shown in Fig 7.1. Since
none of these measures involve any function growing faster
than a sum, the CCI grows approximately linearly with the
size of its associated program (not explosively, as normal
software managerial experience tends to assert). Further
provided that the complexity of any individual component
is not too great (such as a very diverse selection) the
complexity of a program is localizable: it is possible to
work on a fragment ignoring much irrelevant detail. This is
the important principle of modulairty shorn of its folklore:
that working on one part of a program can be independent
of work on another. Divide and rule!
9.

CONCLUSION
It was the intention of this paper to set a framework
for subsequent discussions of the practical consequences of
structured programming for industry programmers. In
introducing the basic primitives and the use that can be
made of such constructs in understanding programs, I hope
to have shown that there is perhaps some merit in writing
code which is well-structured and in the popular
catchphrase goto-less. I hope too to have indicated that
there is a lot more to structured code (and structured
programming) than goto-lessness, and that indeed the last
word has not been written on the topic. While it would be
generally agreed that rats’ nest styles of programming are to
be abhorred, it is recognized by some that the go to and
similar constructs do have some role to play in high-level
languages in unusual situations.
In concluding, I might remark that it is often very
hard to convert existing programmers to a structured way
of thought, or to get them to recognize merit in some of
these new developments. Two reactions are common: (1)
“Eve been doing this all along, so I’ll read no further. Go
teach your grandmother to suck eggs!” and (2) “Yes, but I
find that there are too many exceptions...”. We are
conditioned by our experiences: as Dijkstra is reported to
have said, “No one survives early education without some
scars..........It is a requirement for my applicants that they
have no knowledge of FORTRAN. . ..” In practice this
means that even though we may consciously know about
other ways of working, our thought-patterns may still be
running in obsolete channels, forcing continual translation
and non-optimal programming habits. Things are quite
otherwise when training newly-hatched programmers;
altogether a much easier task since constructions will occur
to them (within their paradigm of structured programming)
that seldom occur to old-style programmers.
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Appendix: On Mutual Recursion
Consider the following two procedures, here written
to conform to the syntax of Algol 60 to minimize
misunderstandings:
integer procedure factoriala(n);
integer n; value n;
factoriala:= (if n = 0 then 1 else factoriala(n — 1)
x n);
integer procedure factorialb(n);
integer n; value n;
factorialb := (if n = 5 then 120 else factorialb(n +
1) -f n);
Both procedures are asserted to compute the factorial
function of n (n! = n x(n — 1) x (n - 2) x ... x 2 x 1) for
values of n lying in the range 0 to 5 inclusive. No other
values of n will ever be presented. A little thought will
convince you that both procedures are in fact correct (they
terminate and do so with the correct value), differing only
in efficiency. The procedure factoriala is faster if small
values of n predominate, while factorialb may be preferable
if values near 5 predominate.
Suppose now that we make some minor changes. We
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know that factoriala and factorialb compute the same
thing, so suppose we alter the executable body of factorialb
to read:
factorialb:= (if n = 5 then 120 else factoriala (n + 1) -r

n);

then do the two procedures still correctly compute the
required values? Further if we also make the corresponding
change in factoriala to:
factoriala” (if n = 0 then 1 else factorialb (n — 1) x

n);
what then? If we make the assumption that factorialb is
correct then it follows that factoriala is too; conversely
assuming that factoriala is correct then factorialb must be.
And yet if only one of the lines are changed both
procedures are correct, but if both are changed the whole
thing falls apart (and in this constructed example fails to
terminate). Where has it all gone wrong? Essentially by
changing the two procedures to be mutually recursive we
have created a circular argument, and to show that either of
the procedures is correct it becomes necessary to consider
both together. In this very simple example the error is of
course in not ensuring that the mutual calls result in some
consistent progress towards termination. Much more elusive
errors are possible.
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Run Monitoring of Student Programming
By H. M. Hall^ and B. P. Kidman*
This report is primarily concerned with results obtained from an experimental monitoring of
computer runs made by students while developing one particular BASIC program. High reported error
rates and a wide variation in individual run patterns were found, a large number of runs being required
by many students. The number of runs could not be related to the program text, but one parameter
was found to be related to the academic grade of the students. The results obtained suggest that those
who ran most programs per day did not save man-hours in “debugging by machine”.

1.

INTRODUCTION
It is difficult to obtain the actual number of computer
runs required by programmers to produce working
programs in batch mode under natural working conditions.
If a programmer knows or suspects that his activities are
under scrutiny he is bound to take extra care in his
programming. Turn-around time in the machine is also
likely to affect the number of runs used.
This report is primarily concerned with results
obtained from monitoring the computer runs made by a
class of first year Computing Science students while
developing their programs. While statistical information
output by the operating system provides weekly figures of
total usage by individuals, this study was directed at work
done by students on one particular program, without their
being aware of the experiment. Access to the University’s
Control Data 6400 computer was virtually unlimited during
working hours, and the turn-around time, though variable,
was generally about half an hour.
The program under development was a simple data
processing exercise, the average length of the programs
written being about 100 statements. The students had
already been programming for one term, and were familiar
with the language, BASIC.
The monitoring of student programming was carried
out by a daily analysis of the day file. Under the SCOPE
operating system, statistical and accounting information is
kept in a dayfile, entries in which are generated for all job
activities. Entries for individuals were identifiable by
jobcode, and jobs associated with the development of the
program in question were distinguished from those of other
BASIC jobs on which students were working by the control
card needed to attach a file of data used by the program.
The number of daily runs and the fate of each were
recorded over the five week period on which the program
was to be written. The BASIC system detects a wide range
of execution time errors including division by zero, out of
range subscripts and illegal input-output. From dayfile
entries generated by BASIC, each program was classified
either as free from “reported” errors or as aborted with
compilation or execution time errors.
The student programs were ultimately collected and
carefully handmarked. The program texts were also
subjected to analysis by a program which, among other
measurements, collects information concerning the use of
control statements (Hall, 1974). An attempt was made to
relate the run activity pattern, the program style, and the
academic performance of the students. Measurements are

expressed as numbers of runs rather than in terms of
processor time because we were particularly interested in
investigation of the time spent by students on peripheral
activities like keypunching and job submission and
collection. An advantage of this approach is that it adds
some generality to the study in that the number of runs is
not likely to be processor dependent.
For the purpose of comparing measurements with
academic achievement, students who attempted the
programming exercise were classified into three academic
grades, C (credit or better), P (pass), and F (fail or
withdrawal). Academic assessment was principally by
examination. Several measures associated with computing
activity, such as the number of runs taken, were then
compared for the three academic grades by grouping the
measures into two or more classes as appropriate and
drawing up contingency tables (for example, Table 4) on
which chi-square significance tests were made.
2.

RESULTS
Total computing activity.
The overall results obtained are summarized in Table
I, and the daily aggregate runs in Figure 1. Total jobs by
100 students who participated were 1151, giving a mean of
II. 5 runs per student, and approximately 0.5 runs per
student per day. The obvious increase in student activity in
the Computing Centre as the deadline date for completing
exercises approaches, is reflected in the peaks in the plot of
daily runs shown in Figure 1. In the second to last day, the
number of runs rose to three times the average rate and to
many times the minimum.
Proportion of total runs with errors.
Approximately one half of the total runs aborted due
to errors detected by BASIC, half of these occurring at
compilation and half at execution time. This is largely
reflected in the daily pattern (see Figure 1), although there
is a slight reduction in the last two days. It is of interest to
compare these figures with error rates we have obtained
from the Miditran Fortran compiler (Whitehouse, 1972)
which has subsequently replaced BASIC for use in our
introductory courses (Table 2). We have found a high
proportion of reported errors whenever measurements have
been taken of undergraduate programs, even when the
language involved has been used by the students for two
terms.

t Formerly of the Department of Computing Science, University of Adeliade. * Department of Computing Science, University of Adelaide.
Manuscript received 9th December, 1974.
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TABLE 3. Frequency distribution of individual total runs.

TABLE 1. Aggregate figures from run monitoring.

class of student
specific
program

all
BASIC

Programs

No. students
No. runs
Compiln.errors(runs)
Execn.errors(runs)
Mean runs/student

"working"
version

101

100

90

1409

1151

1061

26%

26%

26%

25%

24%

23%

11.5

14.0

academic grade
F

P

C

all

<2

1

0

0

1

3-4

4

1

3

8

6

12

11

58.7

48.0

-

Mean runs/day per
student

0.58

0.48

-

Peak runs/day per
student

1.6

1.5

-

TABLE 2. BASIC and Fortran error rates.

Previous terms
of computing

BASIC

Miditran

1

Previous language

BASIC

No. runs

1409

Miditran

2

RUN
Fortran
1545

0

-

7025

Miditran

27%

23%

21%

51%

57%

56%

57%

Total runs by individuals.

A wide variation in the number of runs by individuals
was found, as shown in Table 3; for example, the number
of runs on the program varied from 2 to 26 (column “all”
in Table 3) with a mean of 11.5 and a median of 11. When
runs leading to a “working” program only (WP) are
considered, the range is again 2-26, with a mean of 11.8.
Students’ own reports of their runs were found to be
unreliable, most, but not all, underestimating.
In Table 3 the distribution of individual total runs is
shown for each of the three academic grades defined in the
introduction. In general, contingency tables based on runs
against academic grade gave values of chi-square which were
not significant; the one case which gave a significant value
at the 0.05 level was the table based on runs <12, >12
against academic grade. The proportion of students in
grade C with larger numbers of runs was less than expected,
and of grade F students with few runs, more than expected
if runs were independent of grade.
Error rates by individuals.

A scatter plot of runs free from compilation errors is
given in Figure 2. In this diagram displacement from the
100% line gives the number of compilation errors. The
distribution of execution errors has not been included, but
is somewhat similar. In general it is clear that students who
use more runs have more runs with errors of both kinds.
The distribution of compilation errors, execution errors,
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5

6

15

14

9-10

2

5

4

11

10

11-12

4

7

4

15

12

13-14

2

10

3

15

13

15-16

0

2

2

4

4

17-18

1

2

0

3

3

19-20

1

3

1

5

5

>20

1

7

3

11

11

22

48

30

100

90

Total

classification of runs

8668

25%

Total errors

6

4

TABLE 4. WP runs without compilation errors v. academic grade.

36%

Execn.errors

2

7-8

-

33%

26%

5-6

4

0 (some
1-2)

30%

Compiln.errors

1

11.8

Mean runs/day

Language

WP
only

No. runs

Grade

(a) <4

4-9

>9

total

(b)

<9

>9

total

F

4

7

5

16

-

-

P

2

18

24

44

20

24

44

C

1

21

8

30

22

8

30

Total

7

46

37

90

42

32

74

and error-free runs did not show a dependence on academic
grade. Table 4 gives examples of tabulations of total runs
less compilation errors against academic grade. Cross
tabulations such as these consistently yielded significant
values of chi-square, whether or not the analysis was
restricted to working programs only, showing a relationship
between academic grade and classifications by runs less
compilation errors.
Rushed programming activity near the deadline.

The peaks in the daily run curve (Figure 1) as well as
observation of student activity suggest that last minute
programming is carried out under rushed or panic
conditions. General results from the group of students who
ran their programs four or more times on at least one of
the last two days were compared with results from other
students (Table 5). In all only 6 students began making runs
on the program in the last two days, of whom 4 are also in
the rushed programming group. Both the error rate and the
average number of runs taken by this latter group are higher
than for the rest. If the distributions were normal the
difference in means would be significant. This selected
group also includes a high proportion of the students who
required larger numbers of runs to develop their programs,
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975
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ALL RUNS
RUNS W. COMPILATION ERRORS
— RUNS W. EXECUTION ERRORS
— ERROR FREE RUNS

—

■

100

-

were of the same order, despite the large variation between
individuals; correspondingly the mean runs free from
compilation errors is higher for the group. Consistent
figures were also obtained for the 50% of students who
undertook 4 or more runs on one day only. Again there was
no evidence of dependence on academic grade.
Effect of program characteristics.

H 50.

We were unable to detect any connection at all
between program text measures, such as total statements,
or total branching statements, and the run activity involved
in the development of the program. For example, Figure 3
gives a scatter plot of individual total runs against number
of branching statements plus FOR statements in the
completed program text (working programs only).
3.

Figure 1: Total daily runs.

for example, 8 of the 16 students who took more than 18
runs and 10 of the 23 students who took more than 14
runs; the classification into classes on this basis gave values
of chi-square which were significant at the 0.01 level. There
was no indication of relationship with academic grade.
Detailed inspection of the last two days activities
shows that although late starters did contribute, the
cumulative effect of many efforts started earlier was
responsible for the peaks in daily runs (see Table 6). 80% of
students began their computer runs over a week before the
deadline, and in fact 64% of the runs on the last two days
were made by this group of students.
Runs per day by individuals.

Some students concentrated their computer runs in a
few days, others worked over longer periods, the mean
number of computing days being 5.2 (see Table 7).
Likewise some students undertook many runs in a day,
whilst others used only 1-2 runs per day (see Table 6). Of
the 1151 total runs, 748 were made in daily groups of 1 3 runs and 403 in daily groups of greater than 3 runs. The
daily activity in the latter category increased as the deadline
approached, although most individual computing days
involved 1—2 runs per day; the mean daily group was 2.2
runs.
Table 7 gives the distribution of individuals by days on
which runs were made. The classification by days <3, 4-7,
>8 is significantly related (0.01) to academic grade, but if
grade F is omitted, or if the days classification is grouped
<5, >5 the significance is lost. It is evident from perusal of
Table 7 that these effects are due to the relatively large
proportion of grade F students who only ran jobs on 1 -3
days.
To take cognisance of the effects of using a large
number of runs in one day, some general results from the
eighteen students who undertook 4 or more runs on at least
two days are compared, in Table 8, with the other students
who finally produced working programs. The first group
included 10 students who undertook rushed activities as
defined above, (Table 5) and includes most of those whose
total runs were greater than 18, this latter characteristic
being clearly significant. The mean total days on which runs
were made by the group was 6.2, compared with 5.2 for the
rest. The total percentages of errors, while a little higher,
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Although general statistics of the kind measured here,
are provided by some compilers such as Miditran, it is
difficult to relate these figures to individual work on one
particular program without perturbing activity or restricting
access to the machine. “Hand” monitoring of runs by
intervention between machine and user proved impractical.
The method used here, monitoring of all runs by dayfile
analysis, was only possible because of characteristics of the
program and of the BASIC system which allowed
identification of the program and detection of compilation
runs. Execution time monitoring by dayfile analysis of
similar programs in Fortran, etc is feasible, given daily
access to the dayfile.
Overall figures from this experiment can be used to
supplement the general statistics already available. For
example, students in our introductory one term
programming courses have been found to use an average of
one run per day over one term, given almost free access to
the computer; here in second term the usage was about half
of that figure. However, while such estimates are useful for
cost projections they give no indication of load on the
machine, which fluctuates widely, and, in this case, reached a
peak of .three times the average figure. It seems essential to
interleave deadlines for programming exercises from
different classes in order to smooth total daily term time

ALL RUNS

Figure 2: Individual runs free from compilation errors.
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TABLE 6. Daily run activity by individuals.
80

Days from start
w70

h-

1-4

|60
UJh£ 50
W

No. students starting

5-9

10-14

15-19

20-24

5

29

20

26

20

161

Runs in day
1-3

7

56

96

123

IO

4-5

0

9

12

10

26

mrc

>5

0

3

1

4

14

2 40
Z 30
<

20
10

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

RUNS

Figure 3. Individual runs v. branching statements in program.

load on computing and data preparation facilities within
the University.
Even when students have been programming for more
than two terms, a high proportion of their runs were
aborted with “reported” errors. Comparable figures are not
available for more experienced student or professional
programmers, but personal observation suggests that in
many cases large numbers of aborted runs are made, at least
when turn-around time is short. As might be expected there
is confirmation that compilation errors are reduced
somewhat after a language is learned (Whitehouse, 1972).
For individuals both the number of errors and the error
rates varied enormously, but there was a general increase in
errors with runs (Figure 2). For the class in this experiment,
the language was familiar, and hence the relatively trivial
compilation errors are mainly attributed to carelessness in
punching and checking. On the other hand many execution
errors relate to more fundamental difficulties in the
program design. There is a sense, therefore, in which total
TABLE 5. Comparison of groups of students.

student group
rushed
activity
No.

students

others

total

21

79

100

No. begin.late

4

2

6

Academic gr. F

6

16

22

Academic gr. P

12

35

48

Academic gr. C

3

27

30

Total runs

323

828

1151

Mean

15.4

10.5

>18 runs
>14 runs

8

TABLE 7. Computing days v. academic grade.

8

No.

Grade

0-1

2-3

F

7

5

p

0

7

C

0

6

Total

7

18

days when runs made

4-5

>10

6-7

8-9

3

2

4

1

14

12

9

6

10

6

5

3

27

20

18

10

11.5
16

10

13

23

Gompiln.errors

29%

21%

26%

Execn. errors

30%

18%

24%
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runs free from compilation errors can be considered a
measure of difficulty in programming and debugging.
Further investigations are required to ascertain whether this
is the explanation for the significant relationship found
between runs free from compilation errors and academic
grade.
While other parameters measured were not related to
academic grade, the proportion of “failed or withdrawn”
students who used very few runs was disproportionately
high, and the proportion of “credit or distinction” students
who used a larger number of runs was disproportionately
low. The former is partly explained by the fact that the
group included a number of students who did not perfect
their programs, but there were a number of cases of
apparently remarkably effortless program development for
which the most likely explanation is that the students
received assistance with their work, as has been found in a
number of other classes.
Rushed activity near the deadline is a not uncommon
programming practice. We might expect that rushed
programming would be more error prone, and here the
results obtained suggest that, indeed, the error rates are
higher.
The most striking aspect of the results obtained in this
experiment is the large number of runs required by many of
the students irrespective of their academic performance.
The variation in patterns was quite remarkable, and we have
concluded that this is a characteristic of the individual,
which, for this one program, is not related to its length or
complexity so far as can be detected, or to academic
performance of the students, with the possible exception of
the failed group. Observations also show that those who
took the most runs to develop the program in question also
tended to be those who made a large number of runs per
day, suggesting that they were “using the machine to
debug”. While this may be a useful approach for removing
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TABLE 8. Comparison of groups of students.
student group
high daily
runs on 2 days

No.

students

Rushed programming

others

total
(WP)

18

72

90

10

11

21

Mean days

6.2

5.2

5.4

Mean runs

18.3

10.2

11.8

Mean runs without CE

13.8

7.5

>18 runs

12

4

16

>14 runs

14

9

23

Compiln. errors

27%

25%

26%

27%

22%

24%

Execn. errors

8.8

more trivial errors if the turn-around time is reasonably
short, it is a dangerous substitute for systematic program
design, testing and verification. There is no evidence to
suggest that those students who used the most runs per day
gained any advantage, for their total runs were significantly
higher and as well, on the average, they ran programs on
more days than other students.
Anyone who programs knows what a time consuming
occupation putting jobs through the machine can be, and
this is even when one knows how to program, without
queuing for the use of a keypunch, or losing decks or
output as happens to students. As teachers we are
concerned at the large numbers of runs required to develop
a simple, comparatively short program in a very simple
programming language, because of the time spent by
students on the mechanics of each computer run (trips to
Computing Centre, punching, retrieval of deck and output,
etc). Allowing 15-30 minutes per computer run gives an
average of 3-6 hours spent on this without any time for
program design, coding, punching, and documentation.
Naturally there is a temptation to attempt to take short
cuts while on site at the Computing Centre and rerun jobs
after correcting obvious errors. Debugging by rerunning
after cursory checking will often involve extra runs and
hence wasted man-hours of time.
Runs and turn-around time are bound to be related,
and turn-around time is a contentious issue with users. With
a very fast turn-around time, batch mode can almost
simulate interactive, and, from personal experience, is very

useful while learning a new language. However, by “very
fast” we mean less than ten minutes so that the student can
submit and collect his output ffom the machine in one trip
to the Computing Centre. For turn-around times a little
longer than ten minutes, as in this experiment, some users
will wait after job submission for their output to be
returned, so expending even more time per run than
estimated above. This is understandable, particularly where
there is some chance of the output going astray unless
promptly collected.
In fact, we found that in most computing-days,
students only used 2-3 runs per day. As indicated in the
results, the evidence suggests that those students who used
more runs per day did not gain any saving in their own
time, because they used significantly more runs than other
students, and their average number of computing-days was
higher.
Taking into account local conditions regarding
turn-around time and output retrieval, we concluded that
the use of a batch compiler, such as Miditran, run two or
three times per day with a fast predictable turn-around time
would, on balance, be preferable to free access to the
machine with 20-30 minutes turn-around, as it would
impose some discipline on student program running, and
reduce the time spent by students about the Computing
Centre.
As Computing Scientists we are dismayed at the time
taken by beginners to develop simple programs when they
have been given a systematic introduction to programming.
This particular experiment was concerned with programs in
a simple language. Measurements suggest that compilation
error rates might be higher in Fortran, and we would expect
the general difficulty of developing programs to be greater.
Merely changing languages is not likely to be a cure-all, but
other approaches are being advocated (Gries, 1974; Wirth,
1973) which preclude the use of BASIC/Fortran. However,
the investment in Fortran is enormous, and we can hardly
bypass the necessity to teach large classes of Applied
Mathematics and Engineering students to program in
Fortran.
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Book Review
P.J. Brown Macro Processors
(Wiley) 244p.p. $5.25.

and Techniques for Portable Software

This book is divided into two main sections as suggested by the
title. The first section deals with the nature of macros and the
requirements and characteristics of typical macro processors. The
author explains the use of nested and recursive macros and typical
uses of macros by compilers and operating systems.
Macros are discussed as a means of extending the facilities of a
base language, of achieving language compatability between varying
compilers and of promoting ease of program maintenance.
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The second section of the book deals with software portability
concentrating particularly on compiler portability effected via
macro techniques and self-compiling compilers. The majority of this
section is taken up with a detailed description of the
implementation of a portable language using what the author calls a
DLIMP - a Descriptive Language Implemented by a Macro
Processor.
The book is easy to read and the author gives ample
illustrations of the techniques discussed. At $5.25 it is a worthwhile
acquisition for anybody concerned with systems programming.
P. Juliff
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Some Problems of On-line
Systems Development
By A. W. Goldsworthy and I. A. Jenkins

The paper discusses some of the major problems met in designing on-line systems. The paper is
based on practical experience with such systems in a large insurance company over a period of some
years. The solutions implemented are also discussed. Consideration is given to all aspects of
development from basic system design to the provision of comprehensive information to management.
Finally, the strictly human problems faced by users of an on-line system are highlighted.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of
typical problems met in developing on-line systems. The
systems discussed have been developed in a large insurance
company. The earliest systems in the series have been in
operation for almost four years, first on ICL equipment and
currently on Control Data equipment. The systems which
comprise an overall system called INSURE (Information
Network for SGIO Using Real-time Enquiry) are being
constantly enhanced and expanded to incorporate new
features and additional operational areas of the
organisation.
Early development of the system was described in
some depth in an article in the Australian Computer
Journal in 1972 (Goldsworthy, 1972). The basic concepts
underlying the system as described in that paper have not
changed significantly since then. What has changed, of
course, is our experience in operating the system over that
time, including its conversion from ICL to CDC equipment.
At that conversion the system was rewritten in COBOL. It
had previously been written in PLAN (ICL assembly
language).
INSURE is a general purpose on-line package. It was
developed for use in the insurance industry, but the
facilities it offers are independent of the nature of the data
handled by the system. As an example of the use of an
on-line system using VDU’s (Visual Display Units) in a
commercial environment many of the aspects can be readily
transferred to other areas. It is particularly relevant in the
Australian scene because it was certainly one of the earliest
on-line systems operational in this country. Some of the
features available in the system are still unique within the
insurance industry in Australia.
This paper concentrates on some of the major
problems encountered in developing the system. It also
describes the solutions that have been adopted. The
solutions may not always appear to be the most
sophisticated or esoteric solution to the problem but they
were certainly considered the most appropriate in the
circumstances. The basic concern is to implement easily
maintainable and dynamic systems, and have them up and
running at the earliest possible date; given competent and
appropriate systems design and techniques. The first lesson
to be learnt in developing on-line systems is that a
compromise must be drawn between the level of
sophistication in design and time needed to implement the
system. One must not lose sight of the fact that the user is*

concerned with facilities - not the clever techniques by
which they may have been produced.
THE ENVIRONMENT
To put the system into perspective it is necessary to
give some brief detail of the SGIO itself. The State
Government Insurance Office (Queensland) provides
insurance cover in all fields; Life, General Accident, Fire,
Householder Motor Vehicle and Workers’ Compensation. It
is an organisation employing nearly 1,500 people with
assets of over $300 million, with a Head Office in Brisbane
and over 20 Branches throughout the State. It has almost
1 ¥l million policies in force, and the data base currently
requires over 1,000 million characters of on-line storage.
THE PROBLEMS
The problems associated with the design and
development of an on-line system are considered under the
following headings —
1. Selection of the Data Base.
2. Program Design.
3. Response Times.
4. File Structures and Types.
5. Retrieval Keys.
6. Tuning the System.
7. On-line Updating.
8. Management Systems.
9. Security.
Before discussing these topics it is worthwhile to
consider the starting point in designing any computer
system. There are a number of schools of thought on this
subject. At the S.G.I.O. we favour the “top-down”
approach where the system is progressively designed, coded,
and tested at each stage, working from the broadest
specifications down through the hierarchy to the most
detailed program module. In other words, one considers the
decisions in the correct sequence of importance. The
minute detail of procedures is designed, coded and tested
last, when everything else is already working.
The philosophy of “top-down” design ensures that we
start with the end product and then determine the best way
to achieve this end. This method allows the user to be more
critical in his appraisal of the system. He can easily indicate
to the system designer those areas that do not meet his
requirements and he can do this much earlier in the design
stage. In actually implementing the system from the output
down, the analyst can ensure that all necessary data are

*State Government Insurance Office, Brisbane. Manuscript received 14th January, 1975.
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available at the various levels. The basic data held in the
files should then be sufficient to meet all output
requirements. This method ensures that redundant or
unwanted data are excluded from the basic files of the
system. The system should still retain its flexibility so that
alternative output requirements can be met.
SELECTION OF THE DATA BASE
Data base selection can occur in two different
situations:
(a) when there are existing computer systems with
appropriate master files, or
(b) when the on-line system is being designed
independently of any existing system.
If the on-line system is going to provide an enquiry (or
information retrieval) function, the first consideration is
what information is needed by the users of the system to
answer queries from customers and to assist themselves in
the normal day-to-day performance of their jobs.
This question can only be answered by a careful
analysis of requirements. This analysis must take place
regardless of any existing computer system. A word of
caution here. It is at this stage that the first point is reached
(there will be several others) where the monolithic
all-embracing data base looms large and inviting before our
eyes. The thought of having every data item that may be
needed in a tightly controlled non-redundant data base may
be mouthwatering to some. However, it also generally
signifies an inordinate lead time in getting systems
operational. It signifies unnecessary constraints and inbuilt
rigidity and inflexibility if early decisions or the
environment is drastically changed.
It is emphasised that the concern here is with the
design philosophy, the approach adopted to determine the
requirements of the system. These comments do not relate
to data base concepts, the advantages or otherwise of data
base manipulation techniques, data description languages
and so on. These techniques are applicable, however,
irrespective of the approach adopted in the area under
discussion. The user is better served (and certainly earlier
served) by an approach which might be called “application
oriented”. In SGIO, implementation has been designed to
provide an application system operational at the earliest
date. As subsequent systems become operational they are
merely
integrated, very
simply, into
INSURE.
Consequently, not only are new facilities constantly added
to existing sytems, but also new areas of the Office are
incorporated within INSURE, without in any way
disturbing existing facilities. And most importantly, each
new sub-system is integrated or linked with existing
sub-systems. In our instance this is via the name and address
of the customer.
Where there are existing master files it may be possible
and desirable to use these files for the on-line system. In
some cases the master files may not contain all the
information required by the on-line system, but may be
sufficient for the first stage of implementation. The system
should be designed to allow additional information to be
included into the data base without the need for major
changes to be made
The data selected should be grouped so that the
majority of enquiries can be serviced by reference to a
minimum number of files.
Appendix ‘A’ is a logical schematic of the files
currently in the INSURE data base. This shows the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

integrated nature of the system and particularly the linking
of relevant files through the name and address file.
PROGRAM DESIGN
The system will normally consist of one main program
that will incorporate the control or on-line aspects and be
supported by a number of minor programs to handle such
things as system statistics and data base maintenance.
The on-line program ideally will be modular in design
allowing the incorporation of additional facilities without
the need for a major re-write.
The main program within the INSURE system consists
of a control segment which interfaces with the software
routines used for communication with the terminals and a
number of sub-programs to access the data bank and format
the reply information. Input from the terminals is
processed serially and after verification by the main
segment, control is passed to the appropriate sub-program.
The output message is then formatted and control is once
again returned to the main segment.
Appendix ‘B’ shows the inter-relationship between the
main program and the sub-programs, and shows the
functions performed by the various sub-programs.
One of the major problems associated with on-line
systems is often ■ the need for large amounts of central
memory to run the system. This problem cannot be simply
overcome by merely heavily overlaying the various
segments of the program. This procedure would reduce
central memory size but at the probable cost of substantial
increases in response times. A trade-off between central
memory size and resonse times must be reached but this
can only occur after an in-depth study of all factors
involved. Consideration should be given to the following
factors:
(a) the maximum acceptable response time,
(b) the number, size and usage of the overlays,
(c) where will each overlay reside,
(d) the use of the same buffer area for files and records
within the program - heavily used files may need to
be held open at all times,
(e) the types of file organisation used,
(f) the possibility of removing unnecessary software
routines from the program.
The program for an on-line system needs to maintain
control over the messages received from the terminals and
the sub-systems and files to which they refer.
A simple method of achieving this control is to assign
a number to each of the sub-systems and files and then
maintain a table within the control segment of the program.
This table can also be used to facilitate switching files and
sub-systems into or out of the system.
An extensive on-line system will normally be required
to service a number of different users. After the system has
been operational for some time, the control segment will be
relatively error free. Run time program or system errors will
therefore normally be associated with the sub-programs
only. In these cases the entire system should not be forced
to stop completely. A method should be available to
identify the area of the program where the “bug” has
occurred and then have this area switched out of the
program so that all other users can continue to use the
system.
The INSURE system makes use of two debugging files
to trap and identify errors that cause the program to abort.
When the error can be identified as relating to a particular
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sub-system or file, that sub-system or file is automatically
switched out of the system. A record is kept of the input
messages that were received immediately prior to the abort.
This information is then used to trace the cause of the
error. Users of others parts of the system can therefore
continue without interruption.
RESPONSE TIMES
Response time is defined as the elapsed time between
a message being sent from a terminal and the reply being
received from the computer. One can time either on the
basis of the first character being received, or the last
character, i.e. a full screen. In INSURE the average response
time with a 1,280 character screen is about 3 seconds on a
4,800b.p.s. line. The maximum and average response times
allowable are a systems design decision and as such are
constraints under which the system must operate. Any
trade-off involving response times must not increase the
time beyond acceptable limits.
An interesting problem here is the maximum response
time that is acceptable to the human at the terminal for an
enquiry type operation. Empirical investigations suggest
that 5 seconds is the irritation threshold of most people
using terminals in an on-line enquiry situation. It has been
found that after 5 seconds the terminal user becomes
irritated at the delay, complains about the system and
consequently a major problem is created. It is important to
appreciate here that response refers to the first character
displayed, not a full screen. Once the user begins to get a
reply he is satisfied. It is interesting to note therefore that
one large insurance company in Australia designing an
on-line system has specified a maximum response time of
15 seconds. The system designers have stated they believe
they can get this down to 10 seconds. This may in practice
prove to be most unacceptable to the terminal user.
An interesting facet of this aspect is that such
dissatisfaction generally does not become evident for at
least 12 to 18 months. During this time the users potential
irritation is subdued by his delight at the facilities offered
by his new toy — the VDU.
FILE STRUCTURES AND TYPES
When designing an on-line system particular attention
should be given to the selection of file structures for the
data base. In this context a data base is defined as a set of
integrated files operating under a common control and
accessible either jointly or individually. A problem
associated with having a number of different file structures
occurs when the software necessary for each structure is
held permanently in central memory. In some cases the
problem may be overcome by having all software routines
for the different file structures in separate overlays so that
they are only called into central memory when actually in
use. For most systems, however, significant savings in
central memory can be achieved by selecting file structures
that not only allow efficient storage of the data but are
general enough to allow the system to adequately cover all
types of processing without resort to a number of different
structures.
A system that restricts files to an indexed sequential
structure for example, is able to directly access records and
still retain the ability to sequentially search the file. In
some instances, however, the added flexibility obtained by
the inclusion of a different file organisation may far
outweigh central memory considerations.
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Associated with the file structure chosen is the type of
files required to service the system. In many instances a file
will be required to be accessed on a number of different
keys. A file can be organised on a major key such as a
customer account number which would cater for the
majority of enquiries. A secondary key such as a loan
number on a banking file could be held on an inverted file
to associate loan number with account number. Enquiries
using loan number would first be directed to the inverted
file to obtain the account number which would then be
used by the system to access the master file.
INSURE makes use of this multiple access capability
in a number of areas. One of the easiest to understand is in
relation to the Comprehensive Motor Vehicle insurance file.
This file is organised on the insured’s policy number as the
major key. An obvious secondary key for motor vehicle
enquiries is the registration number. INSURE, therefore,
has an inverted file associating vehicle registration numbers
with the insured’s policy number.
For very small files, multiple access may be achieved
by simply duplicating the file and organising the duplicate
on another key.
The importance of the inverted file concept in
INSURE is illustrated in Appendix ‘A’. It will be seen that
these files provide the facilities for multiple-key enquiries
described in the next section.
RETRIEVAL KEYS
One of the basic problems in designing an on-line
enquiry system is determining the retrieval keys. This
problem falls into two categories, pre-programmed
enquiries and ad hoc enquiries.
The usefulness of the enquiry facility is naturally
heavily dependent on the flexibility the terminal user has to
interrogate the data base. In INSURE we have adopted the
obvious key of the name and address of the customer. The
input of this information into INSURE will retrieve all
records that relate to that customer. In other words all
business he has with the SGIO is inter-linked using his name
and address. This is extremely important from the terminal
user and particularly the customer’s point of view. It is not
necessary for either to know anything other than the
customer’s name. His address is an optional extra to refine
the search. It is also interesting to note that the SGIO is the
only insurance company in Australia to have this facility in
an on-line system, and has had it since 1970.
Whilst name/address is the primary or most common
identifier, others are also used. The use of the registration
number in relation to motor vehicle insurance was
mentioned above. Appendix ‘C’ lists the various keys which
are available in INSURE. They provide a substantial
amount of flexibility to the terminal user.
These keys are, of course, the pre-programmed variety.
In any on-line system, however, there is a need for a
generalised enquiry facility to retrieve information to
satisfy ad hoc enquiries. Most manufacturers provide such
software as a standard product. The main problem in this
area is that such software sometimes has constraints in the
file types it can handle. Care must be taken in designing the
data base, therefore, that such constraints are allowed for.
TUNING THE SYSTEM
Once a system has been implemented there is a
continuing need to ensure that all the requirements of the
users are being met and that computer resources are being
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used efficiently by the system.
INSURE has provision for the recording and analysis
of certain operational statistics. These statistics are then
used for planning system growth and as a measure of
effective utilisation of the system. A system logging
concept has been used to record these statistics. Entries in
the log contain details of the terminal identification, system
number, message type and date and time of the enquiry.
Log entries are accumulated on a weekly basis and a
summary report containing an analysis by terminal is
automatically generated.
System tuning should be aimed at maintaining a
central memory quantum whilst still achieving the desired
response times. Points to be considered at this stage include
the number of transmissions necessary to complete an
action and the number of files to be accessed for each
action or set of actions. In many instances users may
circumvent some preliminary displays by inputting a string
of parameters in one transmission. This method will allow
an experienced user to obtain a desired result without the
need for the display of preliminary information. For
example, where an enquiry is being made in one sub-system
and it is desired to enter another sub-system, the
termination message and the new enquiry can be included
in one transmission with a consequent saving of one
transmission to and one transmission from the computer.
In a multiprogramming environment the operational
parameters of the operating system should be set to allow
the on-line program a sufficient time slice to maintain an
acceptable response time and yet make any idle time
available for the running of other programs. This requires
constant monitoring of the system and resources used by
the on-line program.
ON-LINE UPDATING
Many on-line systems go through a number of distinct
implementation phases. The first phase is normally
concerned with simple retrieval of stored information.
Optimisation is normally considered next. In this phase
common data are extracted from the master files and held
as sub-sets for better disc usage by the elimination of
redundant information. File structures are also selected as a
base for further development.
The next phase is normally concerned with the update
of files on-line. Initially the master files may be updated as
the result of normal batch processing only. Changes to such
items as name and address can, however, be input through a
terminal for validation and update of the data base. Closely
associated with this aspect is the phase which allows master
file data to be changed and/or new details to be added from
a terminal.
On-line updating introduces a number of new
problems to the system. Firstly, what is meant by on-line
updating? Does it mean real-time in situ updating where the
transaction is input from a terminal and the data are used
to immediately change the master file record in the data
base? Alternatively, the transaction may be input from a
terminal, but after validation and preliminary processing is
held in batch form for controlled update of the master file.
Except in some exceptional circumstances, e.g. airline
reservation systems, real-time in situ updating is difficult to
justify. The cost involved in maintaining file integrity and
security for real-time systems is much higher than that
incurred by other systems. This aspect should be carefully
considered. It is one of those nice technical features which
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is not generally justified by the pragmatic needs of the real
world.
Batch processing methods are ideally suited for the
update of large files with high activity, e.g. insurance
underwriting files. Error corrections, name and address
changes, and policy endorsements however fit more
appropriately into a transaction based orientation. Prior to
the advent of computers these systems were transaction
driven. The document relating to a changed name and
address, for example, would move from one section to
another throughout the organisation until all address
records had been changed. That is, a single transaction
would move from initiation through the system until all
necessary updates had been completed.
On-line systems technology enables these functions to
be performed on the computer. Transactions are input
through a VDU and are driven through the system
individually until the update is complete. This process need
not necessarily imply real-time updates. In some instances it
is more efficient to process the transaction to a point where
it can be associated with other elements of a batch
processing run. Enquiries relating to a policy that may be
effected by one of these transactions are directed to an
interim file as well as to the appropriate master files.
Care should be exercised in deciding whether a system
should be transaction driven or not. Too often this decision
is made by default because it is an on-line system therefore
it should be transaction driven. The costs and benefits of
the options available need to be very carefully weighed. The
benefits in many areas are spurious rather than the real.
A number of methods of file recovery are available for
on-line systems. These methods usually incorporate one or
more of the following techniques.
(a) Maintain a complete copy of the file together with a
copy of all transactions applied to the file.
(b) Copy only those records that are to be changed,
keeping transactions and before and/or after copies of
the master file record.
(c) Hold, validate and batch all transactions for later
inclusion in normal batch processing runs.
It is not practical to state which is the “best” method
to use in all circumstances. This decision can only be made
after consideration of such aspects as the size of the files,
the hit rate and how current the master file records need to
be.
Files within the INSURE data base are updated by
batch process at varying intervals ranging from daily to
monthly. Each day the updated files are copied to magnetic
tape. A higher level of file security is achieved by copying
all on-line system files to tape once a week. If any of the
files are lost the tape copy is used for recovery. Real-time
updating is used for the password file and the system
operating parameters file. A relatively small number of
transactions are carried out on these files and it is a simple
matter to keep a record of daily changes. Recovery is
achieved by using the copy of the file from the previous
day and re-input of the lost transactions.
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
The ultimate aim of most on-line systems should be
the provision of comprehensive information to management
to improve the decision-making process and hence the
overall performance of the organisation. The files within
the data base contain basic information but this may not be
sufficient to meet the needs of management. It is often
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necessary to gather additional information from traditional
sources for inclusion in the data base so that management’s
requirements can be met.
At the SGIO this is achieved by inputting key data
into the system rather than basic data. Where the data can
be derived automatically from other files in the data base it
is so derived. Where, however, a particular area or function
may not be computerised we input key information, which
may be summarised by clerical or other machine methods,
to enable complete management reports to be presented in
the one system. This approach is very useful as it allows
effective management reports to be instituted and
progressively the data collection and input can be
automated without affecting the overall output of the
system. In this way management information systems can
be implemented much earlier than by designing computer
systems to handle every facet.
SECURITY
Some of the information included within the data
base, particularly that used by management', is of a
confidential nature and the on-line system must be capable
of restricting access to these data to authorised people only.
The INSURE system has three basic levels of security.
These levels occur at the following points:
(1) the file,
(2) the terminal,
(3) the user.
File security is achieved by using the operating system
to restrict usage permissions to authorised programs only.
The INSURE program then controls terminal and user
security. Confidential information is made available only to
users at specified terminals. When a user is at one of these
“secure” terminals he must first input a password before
access will be granted to the security system.
Password security is further subdivided so that some
password holders have access to subsets of the information
only. This is necessary where highly confidential
information is incorporated within the system. Some may
need access to part of this information but total access to
all information is to be restricted to one or more authorised
people.
To attempt to breach security it is necessary to:
(a) use a program that has access permission to the
required file;
(b) use a terminal that allows confidential enquiries;
(c) use a password that gives permission to use a classified
system.
Attempts at security breach are logged by the system
and serious attempts cause the system to reject further
enquiries from that source.
The security is under the control of an authorised
person known as the password controller. He has absolute
control over the functioning of the password system and he
has a range of commands at his disposal with which he may
monitor and manipulate the Password file.
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CONCLUSION
One should conclude by giving a value judgement of
the success or otherwise of INSURE. Currently the system
is handling about 50-65,000 transmissions per week. The
users have generally reacted rather enthusiastically. Every
effort is made to satisfy their needs and feedback is
constantly sought to ensure that this is being Achieved.
One problem which is becoming evident in SGIO now
the system has been in use for some years is what might be
called “boredom fatigue”. Initially INSURE was so
different from previous systems and the facilities it offered
so radically new that the users reacted very enthusiastically.
Now the novelty has worn off for those who have been
using it for some time and they realise some of the more
challenging and interesting work is now being done by the
computer. For example, to calculate the surrender value of
a Life policy, or the premium on a motor vehicle, or the
amount of a loan on a policy the user merely inputs the
basic data and INSURE does all the rest and presents him
with the answer. In effect INSURE is replacing such
activities as the need to find policy documents, examine
them for such aspects as special conditions, previous loans
and claims history, to do what may be a complex
calculation involving reference to rate tables and so on. Not
only is using INSURE therefore more boring but it is
severely limiting the experience the user is getting in the
insurance field. He no longer needs to know rates or know
the details of various options because the computer does all
this for him.
This is going to be a major problem with sophisticated
on-line systems in areas such as insurance, banking and so
on. We need to give careful consideration to the needs of
the user as a human being. We may have to deliberately
program into the system features to relieve his boredom.
Possibly give him various options in the way he does things
rather than just one way. Perhaps write systems in a more
interactive way so he feels a more integral part of the whole
processs. As technologists we sometimes tend to have our
vision clouded by the mechanical intricacies of our
favourite plaything. The systems of the future will
undoubtedly be terminal oriented communicated based
systems. The facilities at our disposal will enable all sorts of
marvellous things to be done. What we must never forget,
however, is that the most important component of any
computer system is PEOPLE.
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Appendix C

Appendix B(i)
SUB-PROGRAM FUNCTIONS
RETRIEVAL KEY

SYSTEM LINKED TO

1

NAME/ADDRESS

FIRE
MOTOR VEHICLE
LIFE
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
GENERAL

2

POLICY NUMBER

FIRE
MOTOR VEHICLE
LIFE
WORKERS’ COMPENSATION
GENERAL

3

GROUP NO./POLICY NO.

LIFE

4

VEHICLE REGISTRATION NO.

MOTOR VEHICLE

5

AUSTRALIAN ASSOCIATED
STOCK EXCHANGE CODE (AASE)

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
CASH FLOW ANALYSIS

PERFORM

6

LIFE ASSURED NAME

LIFE

COMPUTATIONS

7

AMOUNT PAID

ACCOUNTS

8

LIFE PREMIUM

PREMIUM OPTIONS

9

CLAIM

FIRE CLAIMS

10

SVT + input information

SURRENDER VALUE

11

PASSWORD

INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SURRENDER VALUES

ACCEPT VALIDATED
MESSAGE FROM
CONTROL PROGRAM

ACCESS
WE NEED
FILE INFO

DATA

BASE

FORMAT REPLY

RETURN TO
CONTROL
PROGRAM

Book Review
R. Townsend, Digital Computer Structure and
Newnes-Butterworth, Hard cover $11.00 Soft cover $7.00

Design,

It is unusual and refreshing, with so many books now
published on programming, systems analysis and design and
management applications, to find one which deals particularly with
the logic of computer design, as distinct from computer
architecture, suitable for a beginner or undergraduate. The source of
the material is that given in the computer design course by the
author at the Chelsea College of the University of London. The
author starts at the very beginning of digital logic by devoting the
first few chapters to switching theory and number representation in
computers using the basis of set theory or Boolean Logic principles
and an acceptable notation for the basic elements, gates etc. in
switching circuits.
The principles of the structure of counters, sequential circuits
and shifting registers are simply explained and perhaps too much
effort and space is given to the methods of designing the rather
more complicated operations of multiplication and division.
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The author goes on to descriptions of various technologies used
for storage devices, devoting considerable space to work organised,
two wire, and coincident current, four wire, systems and deals with
decoding systems, magnetic surface storage and delay time types of
device, although the later are largely outmoded. There is some
reference to bipolar and MOS technology of storage and more could
usefully have been said about the fast development of
mini-computer technology, its fabrication and the move to large
scale integration and the newer development from L.S.I. and the
microcomputer.
The last chapters are devoted to a particular design of a
mini-computer and concentrates on one similar to the well known
NOVA. This description gives the functional structure and describes
very adequately the data flow and control system of the particular
design.
One of the most difficult areas for students to understand, of
the input/output system and status indication and interrupts, is
dealt with in the last chapter.
T. Pearcey
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The Optimum Merging of Accumulating
Non-formatted Data Bases
By A. J. Bayes

In some enquiry applications using the IBM program STAIRS, data is created on a day-by-day basis,
and both old and new data must be available for enquiry. In these circumstances, the daily data bases
must periodically be merged, to keep the total number of data bases low. This paper describes an
algorithm for defining the optimum merge strategy, given certain assumptions. Formulae are derived
to assist in estimating the computer time required to merge the data bases.

INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses a problem that arises in the
design of certain information retrieval systems. The
problem first arose in a study of an application of the IBM
program ‘IBM System/360 and System /370 Storage and
Information Retrieval System (STAIRS)’. STAIRS is a
program which creates and maintains data bases of
non-formatted information, usually textual documents, and
enables the user selectively to retrieve a subset of these
documents, based on the presence of specified words in
specified combinations. (IBM undated). A STAIRS data
base contains an inverted file and a dictionary file, as well
as a file which contains the textual data in, essentially, its
original form. Before retrieval, pre-processing is required,
primarily to create the inverted and dictionary files, since
these are required by the retrieval process. The terminology
in this paper will be that of STAIRS, though the problem
we discuss here could arise in many other different
contexts.
Performance statements made in this paper are for
illustrative purposes only. They are not intended as a claim
for the actual performance of the program STAIRS.
We are concerned with information which accumulates
on a day-by-day or week-by-week basis, and we suppose
that the retrieval requests require recent input to be
accessed, as well as the older data. If, say, text is being
created on a daily basis, and it is required that an enquiry
shall access the text from the previous day, then a new
STAIRS data base must be created for each day of new
text. Ultimately, this would result in a very large number of
data bases.
A STAIRS enquiry can scan multiple data bases.
However, the computation required to service an enquiry is
almost proportional to the number of data bases to be
accessed. This is because there is one dictionary file and one
inverted file for each data base. All these files must be
scanned and the results collated. Thus, as the number of
data bases increases, the response time for an enquiry and
the cpu time can become unacceptably high. This difficulty
can be resolved by the use of a merge program, which
merges several STAIRS data bases into a single data base.
Thus, if the number of data bases becomes unacceptably
large, a merge can be invoked to reduce the number of data
bases to an acceptable number. However, the merge can be
expensive in computer resources, particularly for large data
bases. The computer time required to merge several data
bases is, typically, half the cost of creating the new data*

base from scratch. The computer time to merge data bases
is about proportional to the quantity of textual data in the
data bases that are merged. The problem addressed in this
paper is as follows: “Given that the number of data bases
must at all times be less than or equal to some fixed
number, what is the merge strategy which minimises the
total data passed in the merges?”.
We can illustrate this by showing two possible
strategies. Suppose that the response time requirement
demands that a merge occur whenever the number of data
bases reaches 4. In Figure 1, time is shown on a horizontal
axis. The row of circles towards the top of the figure
represent the daily STAIRS data bases. When day 4 is
reached, the four data bases are merged to form data base
A. When day 7 is reached, there are again four data bases,
namely day 5, day 6, day 7, and A. These are merged to
form data base B. Similarly, on day 10, there are four data
bases, namely days 8 to 10, and B. These are merged to
form C.
The total number of days’ data in the merges that
create A, B, and C, is respectively 4, 7, and 10, making a
total of 21.
Figure 2 shows an alternative strategy. The meaning of
the symbols is the same as in Figure 1. On day 4, days 1 to
4 are merged to form A. On day 7, days 5 to 7 are merged
to form B. On day 9, there are four data bases: A, B, day 8,
and day 9. Days 8 and 9 are merged to form C. On day 10,
data bases A, B, C, and day 10 are merged to form D.
The total number of days’ data in the merges to create
A, B, C, and D is respectively 4, 3, 2, and 10, making a total
of 19. Thus, in terms of our criterion, the strategy
represented by Figure 2 is better than the strategy
represented by Figure 1.
In the sections which follow, we derive merge
strategies which, subject to certain assumptions, minimise
the total quantity of data passed against the merges. We
also derive formulae which approximate to the quantity of
data passed in an execution of this strategy.
COMPUTATION OF THE OPTIMUM MERGE
We start this section with some assumptions and
definitions.
A strategy which minimises the total quantity of data
passed in all the merges will be called an optimum strategy.
We recognise, of course, that this is not necessarily a
least-cost strategy, since other factors affect cost.
The basic unit of data will be called a day’s data, as in

*IBMAustralia Limited, 80, Northbourne Avenue, Canberra 2600 Australia. Manuscript received 21st May 1975.
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Figure 1 A Merging Strategy

Figure 2 An Alternative Merging Strategy

the introductory example. In practice, the unit could be a
week of data, or any other quantity. We assume that all the
basic units have equal quantities of data.
We shall confine ourselves to solutions in which the
final merge merges all the data into one data base, as for
example C in Figure 1, and D in Figure 2. This condition
could be relaxed. This would not change the optimum
strategy, but would merely save counting the final n days
merge in the count of the number of merges.
STAIRS permits a maximum of only four data bases
to be merged into a single data base, perhaps because the
implementors saw no need for a larger number. This
appears to be a somewhat artificial restriction, and in this
paper we ignore it.
Consider a merge strategy for n days of data, where no
more than m data sets are permitted to exist at any time.
We define F(m,n) to be the total number of days’ data
passed against all the merges in the optimum merge
strategy. For instance, if Figure 2 represents the optimum
strategy, then F(4,10)=19. In the particular case of n=l, we
shall define F(m,l)=l, even though, of course, no merge at
all is required in this case.
In any merge strategy, there are at least two occasions
on which all the data to date is merged into one data set.
The two occasions are the end of day 1 and the end of day
n. In addition, there may be intermediate occasions. For
instance, in the strategy represented by Figure 1, this
situation occurs after day 4 and day 7; in Figure 2, after
day 4. We call this last but one occasion the pre-final data
set. We define p to be the number of days’ data in the
pre-final data set in the optimal strategy. For instance, if
Figure 2 represents the optimum strategy for n=10 and
m=4, then p=4. Clearly, p is a function of m and n. If there
are no intermediate occasions, then p(m,n)=l.
We now state a recurrence relation from which the
optimum merge strategy can be calculated.

merge strategy from day p+1 to day n inclusive requires
F(m—l,n—p) days’ data to be passed against merges. The
pre-final data set, which contains p days’ data is included in
the final merge. This explains the three components on the
right hand side of (1), and completes the proof.
To create a computational scheme, we observe that, if
m=2, then each day’s data (except the first) must
immediately be merged into a data set containing all the
previous days’ data. Thus,

Theorem
F(m,n) = F(m,p) + F(m—1, n—p) + p

(1)

Proof
The argument makes use of the principle of dynamic
programming which can be stated thus “If the optimal path
from X to Y passes through Z, then that part of i't from X
to Z is an optimal path from X to Z”. (Bellman (1957).)
To prove (1), we note that the merge strategy up to
and including the creation of the pre-final data set is
independent of the strategy thereafter. If the merge
strategy for the n days is optimal, then the strategy for the
first p days must be optimal, and the number of days’ data
passed in merges must be F(m,p).
Between the pre-final data set and the final data set no
more than m-1 data sets can be created. The optimal
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 3, November 1975

F(2,n) = 2+2+...+n
= n(n+l)/2 - 1

(2)

Clearly also
F(m,n) = n if m > n, m > 2, n > 2

(3a)

and by definition
F(m,l) = 1

(3b)

Thus, setting m=3, we may apply (1) and compute, for
ascending values of n
F(3,n) = min (F(3,r)+F(2,n-r)+r)
r
1<r <n

(4)

This may be repeated for m=4, m=5, and so on.
In general,
F(m,n) = min(F(m,r) +F(m- -1 ,n--r)+r)
r
1 <r<n

(5)

A value of r which gives the minimum F(m,n) gives p.
There may not be a unique p, since several different
strategies may all be optimum. In this case, it is immaterial
which value of p is chosen.
Given the value of p for every (m,n) pair, the optimum
strategy may be built up by repeated application of its
value. Table 1 shows the values of F(m,n) and p for
2«m<5, l<n<20.

Figure 3 The Optimum Strategy for F(4,20)
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TABLE 1 Values for F and p

F(m,n)
n

p(m,n)

m

i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

TABLE 2 Values of the Exponents

2

3

4

5

3

m
4

5

1
2
5
9
14
20
27
34
44
54
65
77
90
104
119
135
152
170
189
209

i
2
3
6
8
11
15
18
22
26
31
35
40
45
50
56
61
67
73
78

1
2
3
4
7
9
11
14
16
19
23
26
29
33
36
40
43
47
51
55

1
2
3
4
5
8
10
12
14
17
19
21
24
26
29
33
36
39
42
46

0
0
0
2
3
3
5
5
6
6
8
8
9
10
10
12
12
13
16
15

0
0
0
0
2
3
4
4
4
4
6
7
7
9
9
10
9
10
10
10

0
0
0
0
0
2
3
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
8
9
9
11

The use of Table 1 to generate an optimal merge
strategy can best be described by an example.
Consider the case m=4, n=20, for which F(m,n)=55,
p(m,n)=10. The first 10 days are solved by solving F(4,10),
and the last 10 days by solving F(3,10). From Table 1,
p(4,10)=4, and p(3,10)=6. This latter information is applied
to the interval (11,20). For m=2, the only possible strategy
is to merge data sets as they are created. Continuing in this
way, we create Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the optimum
strategy for F(5,20).

m

f(m)

g(m)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1.989
1.516
1.397
1.340
1.327
1.297
1.280
1.261
1.250

0.000
0.556
0.697
0.883
0.824
0.915
0.958
1.019
1.040

,

SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS
Define q=n—p. The argument in the Appendix makes
it plausible to try to approximate F and q by functions of
the form
F(m,n)'~nf(m)

(6)

q(m,n) ~- ng(m) •

(7)

where f(m) and g(m) are each some function of m.
The values of F(m,n) and q(m,n) have been calculated
for values of m and n up to m=10, n=1000.To present these
results we define S(m,n) and T(m,n) by the equations
F(m,n) = S(m,n) nf(m)

(8)

q(m,n) = T(m,n) ng(m)

(9)

For each m, we have chosen the value of f(m) and
g(m)
to
make
S(m,20)=S(m,1000)
and
T(m,20)=T(m,1000). Selected values for f(m), g(m),
S(m,n), and T(m,n) are shown in Tables 2 and 4.

TABLE 3 Values of the Coefficients S(m,n)

n
10
20
40
60
80
100
200
400
600
800
1000

2

3

4

m
5

6

8

10

0.554
0.540
0.533
0.532
0.531
0.531
0.533
0.535
0.537
0.539
0.540

0.792
0.841
0.860
0.863
0.863
0.864
0.859
0.852
0.847
0.844
0.841

0.672
0.838
0.879
0.890
0.892
0.891
0.886
0.869
0.856
0.846
0.838

0.776
0.830
0.862
0.864
0.877
0.878
0.876
0.861
0.849
0.839
0.830

0.707
0.713
0.771
0.778
0.788
0.781
0.772
0.750
0.737
0.723
0.714

0.682
0.734
0.747
0.778
0.776
0.765
0.779
0.764
0.749
0.738
0.734

0.562
0.755
0.734
0.747
0.780
0.788
0.762
0.779
0.756
0.756
0.755

TABLE 4 Values of the Coefficients T(m,n)

n

10
20
40
60
80
100
200
400
600
800
1000
142

m
2

3

4

5

6

8

10

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.112
0.946
1.029
1.027
1.050
1.005
0.999
0.966
0.971
0.949
0.946

1.205
1.238
1.145
1.151
1.130
1.209
1.168
1.227
1.237
1.154
1.238

0.654
0.638
0.692
0.780
0.730
0.685
0.687
0.629
0.647
0.608
0.639

0.749
1.185
1.052
1.164
0.945
1.078
1.116
1.254
1.190
1.331
1.185

0.771
0.681
0.788
0.673
0.706
0.789
0.656
0.711
0.733
0.757
0.681

0.912
0.443
0.647
0.622
0.556
0.499
0.586
0.491
0.520
0.471
0.443
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range 20<n<1000, the variation in S(m,*) is no more than
about ten per cent. The greater variation in the values of
T(m,*) shows that the hypothesis (7) is satisfied less well.
Tables 2 and 4 can be used in the planning phase of a
STAIRS installation to assist in estimating the likely
computing requirements for merging STAIRS data bases.
The values for q indicate the dates when major merges will
be required.
Figure 4 The Optimum Strategy for F(5,20)
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APPENDIX
APPROXIMATE EXPRESSIONS FOR F(m,n) and p(m,n)

| F(m>r)

F(m-l,n-pm)+pm

r=Pm

(12)

n-Pm
In this section, we derive approximate relationships
between F(m,n) and p=p(m,n), using the recurrence
relation (1). The arguments presented here are far from
rigorous. They provide some rationale for the choice of the
form of the equations (6) and (7), in particular by deriving
these forms for m=3. The argument provides some
plausibility for the results in Tables 2, 3 and 4 being as
consistent as they are.
The function F in equation (1) is defined only for
integral values of its parameters. We shall find it convenient
in this section to define F as a continuous function in the
second parameter, also satisfying (1).
The values p=p(m,n) as currently defined, are valid
only for integral m and n. We define an analogous set of
continuous variables pr(n)=p(r,n), continuous in n, for
integral values of r. We define q=q(m,n)=n-p(m,n) and
qr^qr(n)=n—pr.
We now consider a small perturbation of p, namely,
the number of days’ data in the pre-final data set.
We make the reasonable assumption that this will
affect the value of the optimum strategy by a negligible
amount, i.e. that the value of the best strategy, given the
size of the pre-final data set, is insensitive to small
variations in the size of the pre-final data set about the
optimum value. Restating the terms of (1), we assume that
9.
3r F (m,r)+F(m-1 ,n-r)+r r=Pm = 0

(10)

We make the further assumption, based partly on an
inspection of an extended Table 1, that (a) for large n, n-p
is small compared to n and (b), The value of |?2 F(m,r)is
small. More precisely, we assume that, approximately
F(m,n)—F(m,p) =

(n-r) |-r F(m,r)
r=Pm

(ID

Combining this with (1), we have
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The functions F(2,n) ~ n(n+l)/2, and P2(n)=n—1 are
known. In principle, equations (10) and (12) might enable
us to find formulae for all F and p for all m by recursion.
Unfortunately, the algebra appears somewhat
intractable. We illustrate an approach for m=3.
From equation (2) we have
F(2,n) ~ n(n+l)/2
Eliminating
obtain

(13)

“(F(m,r))

r-Pm

F (m— 1 ,n—pm)+pm

from (10) and (12) we

9r

F(m-l,n-r)+r

Jr=Pm

(14)

n - Pm
Setting m=3 in (14), and substituting for F(2,n—p) from
(13) we obtain from (13) and (14)
n-p3 = q3 ~\/2(n-l)

(15)

Substituting from (15) and (13) into (12), we obtain

frF(3,,)

=p3

■ fi3 (q3+l)/2 +n-q3
<*3
p^+OO)

F(3,p3)' ' p3/2 + 0(p)

(16)

It is of interest that (15) and (16) are satisfied
reasonably well in the numerical results in Tables 2 to 4,
considering the nature of the approximations used here.
This can be seen from Table 2 where f(3)- 1.5 and g(3)0.5, and from the small variation in the coefficients of
S(3,*) and T(3,*) in Tables 3 and 4.
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Short Communication

POLYDIV: A Divisive Classificatory
Program for All-numeric Data
By W.T. Williams*and G.N. Lance**
Users occasionally submit for classification data
characterized by a large number of individuals (sometimes
several thousand) but only a small number of numeric (i.e.,
continuously variable) attributes; some data may be
missing. An agglomerative strategy is out of the question
for such data; the need is for a program which is both
divisive and polythetic (i.e. operating on all attributes
simultaneously). The program POLYDIV has been written
for the Cyber 76 to fulfil this need. We claim no originality
for the algorithms used; for example, the English program
AXOR (Lambert et al. 1973) is similar in principle. The
purpose of this note is simply to announce the availability
of such a program on the TAXON library of the Cyber 76
computer in Canberra.
The program accepts the data punched by individuals
in Format (10F7); a missing value is represented by an
asterisk in the 7th column of the field. The data are then
standardized to bring every attribute to zero mean and unit
variance; this standardized data-matrix is premultiplied by
its own transpose to produce a correlation matrix, the first
latent vector of which is then extracted. The elements of
the vector are printed out to enable the user to assess the
relative importance of the attributes at this stage in the
process.
The standardized data-matrix is postmultiplied by the

latent vector to produce a string of scores, one for each
individual, on the first principal axis. This string is ordered
and divided at the point where the between-group sum of
squares (of deviations from the mean) is maximum. The
data is dichotomized at this point, and the constitution of
the two resulting sub-groups is printed out. Each
sub-group is now treated exactly as was the primary
population; the process is repeated until the number of
groups required has been obtained.
The between-group sum of squares which will be
associated with a division is taken as an approximate
measure of the heterogeneity of the group. However, since
each group is standardized before division, this measure
does not fall monotonically. A better measure is obtained
if the standardized data-matrix for the entire population
is retained, and a within-group sum of squares calculated
from this matrix for each successive sub-group, this facility
has now been provided. Provided the number of attributes
is small (say, no more than about 20) the process is
extremely fast.
Reference
LAMBERT, J.L., MEACOCK, S.E., BARRS, J., and SMARTT,
P.F.M.
(1973).
AXOR
and
MONIT:
two
new
polythetic-divisive strategies for hierarchical classification.
Taxon Vol. 22, pp. 173-176.

* CSIRO Division of Tropical Agronomy, Davies Laboratory, Townsville, Qld 4810. ** CSIRO Division of Computing Research, P.O. Box
1800, Canberra, A.C.T. 2601. Manuscript received 4th October 1974.
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The EflVIROfl/l environ/.
Cincom’s ENVIRON/Igivesyou capabilities never
before available — particularly when teamed up
with TOTAL
ENVIRON/I is an on-line control system includ
ing a highly efficient task manager, which em
bodies advanced paging techniques to provide a
virtual programming environment.
Because of its virtual capability, applications
using ENVIRON/Ican be implemented in the ma
chine you have now, and expand upwards as your
needs and applications grow.
ENVIRON/I is designed with specific facilities

Cincom /y/hem/

to support real time processing and to interface
with a wide variety of terminal types.
It’s restartable, and provides the facility for rec
ord-protection. ENVIRON/I has the capability to
maintain automatic context and run many differ
ent applications simultaneously. ENVIRON/I
typically can save as much as 50% of your on
line application programming effort by doing;
automatically what most programmers dread do
ing themselves.
Write or call Cincom Systems today and get all
the specifics about ENVIRON/1

UUe create efficiency.
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